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C H A P T E R

INTRODUCTION

ABSTRACT

Measurements of vibrational relaxation times have been carried out

for a long time, using several experimental methods. The main interest

of these measurements lies, of course, in a more detailed, knowledge of

the molecular energy transfer mechanism and also in the hope of getting

some information about the potential between the molecules involved.

In this thesis the optic-acoustic effect was chosen as experimental

method, to measure relaxation times in rmthane, deuterated methane and

in mixtures with noble gases.

After an introduction in which a brief explanation is given about

what is measured, why and how, we give a short account of previous

experimental work on this subject, followed by a :>:view of vibrational

energy transfer theories. In chapter IV measuremrr.i? on rmthane and

methane noble gas mixtures are studied and the next chapter presents

results for the deuterated methane and its mixtures with noble gases.

1. VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION TIME

In a first approximation the kinetic theory of gases considers the

molecules as hard spheres and defines the temperatures as proportional

to the translational kinetic energy of these spheres. It is clear,

however, given the experimental results, that we cannot always neglect

the internal degrees of freedom, like those corresponding to the

vibration of the atoms in a polyatomic molecule. An n-atomic molecule

has, besides translaticmal and rotational, 3n-6 vibrational degrees of

freedom (3n-5 if it is a linear molecule).

There is a statistical equilibrium between the different energies

- translational, vibrational and rotational energy - and if one of

them varies this will result in a repartition of the molecular energy
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over the respective degrees of f'ro^zz., generally by means of inelastic

collisions between the gas molecules till a new equilibrium is reached.

The mechanisms of vibrational energy transfer are of particular

interest for the understanding of many non-equilibrium processes,

chemical reactions (although the correlation between vibration and

dissociation has not been proved in most cases), laser studies, etc..

The probability of effective collisions - effective in the sense that

they lead to vibrational energy transfer - is in general rather small.

Therefore the time needed to achieve the new statistical equilibrium

may be non-negligible giving rise to the so-called relaxation phenomena.

The relaxation time T of any physical quantity, A, is defined as

the time rate of change according to formule (1)

- A(t)3 (0

The internal energy variation may be expressed by a relaxation

equation:

dE.

dt
= 1 [E - E J

T int,eq int
(2)

where E. is the internal energy and E. is the value this energy

has when in equilibrium with the translaticnal degrees of freedom

corresponding to the temperature T . The temperature being only a

function of the kinetic energy, any intramolecular energy transfer in-

volving translation will result in a change of temperature. It is then

possible to determine the relaxation time by measuring changes in

temperature or other physical quantities.

The specific heat of a gas, af constant volume, is the sum of two

terms, internal and translational specific heats,

c -
C "

SE.

(ST

ÓE
tr

<5T Cint tr
(3)

and we can define an internal temperature T. by analogy with T [I]:

int int,eq~ intr int int.eq' ~ int^ int tr'
(4)

where, of course, the assumption of virtual constancy of C. t over the

temperature interval concerned is made.



The relaxation equation therefore may be written:

11

ÖT.

-ir <5>

Let us now suppose a gas flow to be abruptly stopped or in general

a gas, at temperature T , to be submitted to a sudden compression; the

external temperature will first increase to T. and later drop down to

T_ after the internal energy has been adjusted to equilibrium; the

solution of equation (5) gives, for the translational temperature

where

C.
(T, -

p
- e x p (_

(7)

By measuring T as a function of time we can obtain T.

If on the other hand we suppose a periodical pressure change to

occur in the gas, as caused by a sound wave, the stationary solution

for T is given by

Ttr " To = Tmax

and for T. by:

where

*•„,. " T

t g <}> = ÜJT .

/ 2~2
exp (9)

(10)

<J> is the phase shift between translational and internal temperature,

to is the angular frequency and T is the amplitude of the transla-
max

tional temperature variation.

By measuring the phase shift <j> or the amplitude of the internal

temperature we could obtain T. In fact most of the experimental methods

that will be mentioned later, are based on one of these two types of

experiments: sudden or periodical change in the gas temperature (or

pressure).
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2. ENERGY TRANSFER PROBABILITY

In a two-state model which means a gas where oily two energy states

are available, N molecules are in the ground state and Nj in the

vibrational excited state [2], [3], [43, while N = N Q + Nj, the rate of

change of N. is given by

dN, dN
= -dt 'Oro *10"l dt

(11)

where f„. and fJ0 are the number of collisional excitations, and de-

excitations respectively, per second, i.e., fQ. and f.g are effective

collision frequencies, per molecule.

At equilibrium temperature T:

eq feq

eq ~eq g «.x
o 10 °

where g and g are the degrees of degeneracy of the energy states, h is

Planck's constant, v. and v are the vibrational frequencies, hv. and

hv the energies of the two states and k is the Boltzmann constant.

For the ground state v = 0 and g = 1.

When fJ0 and fQ. are not very far from equilibrium values - which

certainly is the case in a sound wave, but not true for a sudden com-

pression - equation (11) can be written as:

dt T 1 1

where

T = (f + f }"" (14)
v 01 10'

As E. = N.hv. this equation is identical to equations (2) and (5).

The two-state assumption is a fair one for molecules with high

excitation energy, hv >> kT, for an isolated lower level. In that case

T ss fJQ while higher energy levels can be ignored. Bur for other

molecules we cannot apply the two-rstate model.

In case of a harmonic non-degenerate vibration, however, Landau and

Teller showed that the relaxation could be expressed in terms of a

single relaxation time:
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fl0{i-exPr-h(vI-vo)/kT]}

Generally f]0 >> fQ. and again T « f.,..

We define Z as the collision number, i.e., the nunfcer of collisions

per molecule, per second, and Z.„ as the ratio of elastic over in-

elastic collisions. The effective collision frequency, f.Q, is then

clearly given by:

The transition probability per molecule per collision, PJQ» is then

equal to \/Z.Q. From equation (15) and (16) it follows that

Z l 0 = P~Q = ZT {1-exp [-h(Vj-vo)/kT]} (17)

and the measurement of T gives direct information about the probability

of an inelastic collision.

A theoretical evaluation of P.n is possible, allowing comparison

with experiment. The main difficulty in the calculation of P.Q is

still the lack of knowledge concerning the exact form of the intra-

molecular and intermolecular forces. Accurate experimental results are

then a good test for the approximation needed to deal with the colli-

sion problem, and for the intermolecular potential model used.

For polyatomic molecules we must consider several modes. Then, two

possibilities exist: relaxation in parallel with several measurable

relaxation times or relaxation in series for which only one relaxation

time is measured. In this last case it is usually assumed that only

the lowest mode interacts with translation and we define a correspon-

ding relaxation time T ] 0 as [3]:

s

where C is the heat capacity, at constant volume, of the vibrational
S

and T the measured relaxation time.

Again:-

CPJQ]" 1 = Z T ] 0 {1-exp [-h(v,-vo)/kT]} (19)

where now the subscript 1 refers to the lowest energy mode.
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3. THE OPTIC-ACOUSTIC EFFECT

There are several experimental methods to measure relaxation times.

Two of then, nanely the spectrophone and the laser fluorescence, allow

excitation of a single vibrational mode, other than the lowest energy

one. They also allow the study of the most probable de-excitation scheme

from a higher mode to translation.

The principle of the spectrophone is the following: when radiation of

the right frequency interacts with an infrared absorbing gas, the

molecules will absorb the corresponding energy directly as vibrational

quanta. The vibrationally excited nolecules can then loose the excess

of vibrational energy by emission (spontaneous or induced) or by inelas-

tic collisions. In the last case the energy is usually transferred to

the translational degree of freedom.

Hence, if a volume of gas is excited by a modulated light beam, the

gas will be periodically heated and cooled and this will give rise to

a periodic change in pressure, i.e., to a sound wave. This is the optic-

acoustic effect.

The effect was first observed by Tyndall C6] and Bell [7] in 1881,

and the name of "spectrophone", for the instrument was suggested by

Bell. It was, however, Gorelik [8] in 1946 who first proposed to

measure effective collision frequencies for vibrational energy transfer

in this way.

To measure vibrational-translational relaxation times, with the

spectrophone, two different methods are in fact possible: the phase

shift method and the amplitude method. In the first one the phase dif-

ference between radiation and sound is measured. In the second one it

is the dependence of the amplitude of the effect on frequency that

gives information about T.

Let us consider a gas which absorbs radiation of frequency v consis-

ting of molecules which may only be in two states: ground state (sub-

script o) and excited state (subscript 1). Then [23, [3], C4], [93:

dN

"dT = V f 0 1 + BOlPv> " V f 1 0 + B10f>v + A ) ( 2 0 )

where N = N + N}; fgj, fJQ, N and Nj are already defined; BQJ and

B.Q are the Einstein coefficients for induced absorption and emission

respectively; p is the energy density per unit frequency interval and

A is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission.
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The general solution of this first order equation, for a sinusoidal-

modulated i

equation (9):

ly modulated radiation, p - p + p' exp(iut) is in agreement with

B(C-2D)p' exp[i(u)t-<j))3
N = i ^ { ] + 1 _ } (21)

C CD[1 + (lij/C)̂ ]4

where we ignore the transistory term in exp(-Ct) which decays very

rapidly with time and where

C = fI0 + f 0 1 + A + 2 B pv

D - f O I + B p°

B " Bl0 = B10

and

tg • - §

As A + 2B p° « f]Q we can write C - T~ (see equation (14)) and

tg <J> = UT (22)

and the oscillatory part of N. is proportional to:

N, « Cl + (UT) 2]"* expCi(a)t-Y)] (23)

x is inversely proportional to the pressure p; therefore the relaxation

time is generally given for one atmosphere and expressed in sec.atm.

This will be done from now on.

Concluding: by measuring the phase shift <f> the relaxation time T can

be obtained with the help of equation (22). This is the phase shift

method. On the other hand the amplitude dependence on frequency, as

given by equation (23), also allows the calculation of T. This is the

amplitude method.

When exciting a higher energy mode, one must consider, at least, a

three-state model. In this case the formulas for the optic-acoustic

effect may be different from (22) and (23) and allow determination of

the decay steps to translation - (see Chapters IV and V ) .
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4. METHANE

In this vork we shal l use both the amplitude and the phase methods

to study the relaxation tides of methane, i t s deuterated isotopes and

mixtures with noble gases. The reasons for doing so (not to mention the

in te res t of astronomy in methane) are br ief ly explained here .

We use preferent ia l ly the amplitude method because amplitude measure-

ments present much less experimental d i f f i cu l t i e s than phase-lag

measurements and use smaller quant i t ies of gas. We did however some

phase measurements for comparison.

With the spectrophone two different bands of the methane molecule

can be invest igated giving the poss ib i l i ty of studying vibra t ion-

vibrat ion energy t ransfer , as well as v ib ra t ion- t rans la t ion and

vibra t ion- ro ta t ion .

The energy t ransfer probabil i ty can be calculated with the use of

simplified models (as wi l l be shown in Chapter I I I ) . These calculat ions

give f a i r agreement with experimental r e s u l i s . The theory can also be

extended to more complicated models l ike for instance symmetrical tops

and spherical tops. The complexity of these l a s t calculat ions i s such

that i t does not seem worthwhile doing them for even more complicated

molecules. In Chapter I I I a review of the theore t ica l calculat ions

is given.

By studying CH, and CD, i t i s possible to inves t iga te the t ransfer

of v ibra t ional to ro ta t iona l energy which i s more l ike ly to occur for

molecules with high ro ta t iona l velocity i . e . molecules with l i gh t outer

atoms.
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C H A P T E R I I

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL WORK

I. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Something was already sa id about the o p t i c - a c o u s t i c e f f ec t and about

the possibility of using i t to measure relaxation tiaes in vibrational

energy transfer. Some of the other experimental methods, commonly used

in relaxation time measurements, will be briefly explained here:

1.1. Ultrasonic interferometer [1], [2], [3].

The most widely used methods to determine relaxation times are those in

which we measure the velocity or the absorption of sound.

It is well known that the sound velocity, in a dilute gas, is a func-

tion of the heat capacity:

V 2 - f (1 +-§-) (1)
v

where V is the sound velocity, R the gas constant per mole, T the tempe-

rature, M the molecular weight and C v the heat capacity per mole at

constant volume. Furthermore C * C t r
+ c t + C "b * ̂  * **e<»

there are three different contributions to the heat capacity corres-

ponding to translation, rotation and vibration. When the period of time

in which the thermodynamic properties of the gas are varied becomes

smaller and smaller a certain value will be reached for which the

equilibrium of vibrational energy with translational and rotational

energies will not take place. The characteristic time of the thermo-

dynamic properties has become shorter than the relaxation time. This

means that for high sound frequencies the contribution C ., will

vanish from the expression for Cv- Thus C v * C + C . The cor-

responding change in velocity may therefore be used to calculate the

relaxation time
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, , C2 V2 - V2 V2

„V--S.-S 1--| (2)
C V - V V
ao oo (j oo

where

u is the sound wave frequency,

T is the relaxation time,

V , V and V are the sound velocities, respectively, for fre-
ÜJ O oo ,

quency a, for frequencies very low compared with T (UT << 1)

and for very high frequencies (ux >> 1).

Absorption of sound at higher frequencies also gives information

about the relaxation time. Indeed, besides the classical absorption

a ., due to viscosity, heat conduction and diffusion, there is still

another absorption a. This one, called relaxation absorption is due to

the fact that vibrational energy does net have time enough to adjust to

the new values of translational and rotational energies. The product of

a and A ( the wavelength) is given by

(C - C )
aX 2__J?2__J? ( 3 )

C (R+C ) +C (R+C ) to To o °° °°

and th is expression has a maximum value for

(4)

Since both dispersion and absorption are proportional to toP , the

range of measurements may be extended either by varying u or P. This
-9 -2

allows relaxation times from 10 to 10 seconds to be measured with

this method.

The ultrasonic interferometer is the most important instrument to

determine relaxation times by measurement of either sound velocity, in

the dispersion region - see eq. (2) - or sound absorption - see

eq. (3). It consists essentially of a quartz ultrasonic transducer

of known frequency and a movable reflector mounted parallel to the

transducer. As the reflector moves away or towards the crystal a series

of resonances and anti-resonances occur. The distance between these

successive resonances together with' the frequency gives the velocity.

On the other hand the absorption coefficient is related to the sound

intensity. Thus the form and the height of the successive resonance
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peaks allow the calculation of this coefficient. As a consequence we

may use the interferometer to obtain relaxation times also by absorp-

tion measurements, although not ip such a straightforward way as from

velocity measurements.

1.2. Other methods of measuring sound absorption [I], ill.

Several authors employ a tube with a microphone at one end and a speaker

at the other end and study the resonance corresponding to the standing

waves. This is sometimes called the resonance technique.

Angona [4] used a tube with sound absorbing walls to measure sound

absorption directly. He observed the 'attenuation of sound pulses emit-

ted by a movable speaker as a function of its distance from a fixed re-

ceiver.

1.3. Shock-tube [2], [3], [5].

A shock-tube is essentially a cylinder divided by a thin membrane into

two compartments; the test gas is in the longer compartment at low

pressure, while the other one contains the driver high pressure gas.

Increasing the pressure the diaphragm bursts giving rise to a shock-

wave. The gas is heated by successive waves, the velocities of which

are increasing with temperature. Therefore a shock front is formed

separating a subsonic region from an supersonic one.

A discontinuity in density, temperature, etc., is thus formed.

When the internal degrees of freedom are not frozen the shock front

has a finite thickness. This relaxation zone is due to the time taken

by the vibrational degrees of freedom to readjust to the higher tem-

perature of the shocked gas. In the relaxation zone translational

temperature is then even higher and density is lower. Any of these

parameters can be measured giving a value of the relaxation time.

An expression similar to equation (6) of Chapter I is obtained for

the density variation, which is the most usually measured shock para-

meter. When using a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, a beam of monochromatic

light passes through the shock front, and another through a compensator.

These beams produce interference fringes, which are shifted by density

changes, x' is then given by:
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- x
Ë (5)

ü In (5a/ób)

where 6 and 6, are the fringe shift at distances x and x. behind thea b a D

shock and u is the average velocity.

Several other ways are described in literature [2], [3] for getting

information regarding the relaxation time from shock wave experiments.

Hornig [6] developed a reflection technique, making use of the de-

pendence of the reflectivity on the density profile.

In the Schlieren technique a light beam is passed through the shock

tube and a sharp edge just prevents light from falling on a photo-

graphic plate; any density change will deflect the beam and allow it to

impress the plate.

Gaydon [7] used a line reversal method to study the vibrational

temperatures: light from a source at a certain temperature passes

through the shocked hot gas to which some material, usually sodium,

was added; the respective emission line is then detected through a

filter by a photomultiplier. If the vibrational temperature of the

shocked gas, T., is equal to the temperature of the light source the

emission line will be the same as if no gas was present; if T, is

smaller the line is attenuated and if T. is larger, the output of the

photomultiplier increases. The attenuation of an electron or an X-ray

beam across the shock-tube also provides measurements of the density

profile. Also methods based on ultra-violet absorption and emission

and in infra-red fluorescence have been used.

The shock-tube techniques yield information about relaxation times

in an experimental range of 10 to 10 sec and at rather high tempe-

ratures (1000 K). One very serious theoretical drawback of this method

is the impossibility to describe the problem by a linearized equation,

the deviations from equilibrium being too big. However, the good agree-

ment between results obtained through shock-tube techniques and those

obtained by other methods seems to indicate that this is not a very

important effect.
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1.4. Laser-induced fluorescence [3], [8].

Another method of investigating vibrstional relaxation times is to ob-

serve the infrared fluorescence from a certain state after the vibra-

tional excited population is increased by resonant radiation. The rate

of change of the number of excited molecules per unit volume is:

= f N f N f N (6)

where f, is the probability of fluorescence and other symbols were

already defined (see 1.2.).

By measuring the decay rate and the fluorescence intensity, infor-

mation can be obtained about the relaxation time. Yardley and Moore

developed a technique making use of a laser. The laser beam is chopped

and the time lag of the fluorescence from other modes is then measured.

For almost all gases the rate of collisional deexcitation is much

bigger than the fluorescence rate. In this way relaxation times can be

obtained for several vibration-vibration energy transfers (V-V), and

for vibration-translation or vibration-rotational energy transfer

(V-T, V - R). The separate steps of a complex energy transfer process

can then possibly be followed. This makes this method of special

interest.

1.5. Other fluorescence methods [2], [3], [9]

Vibrational relaxation times have also been obtained by electronic

fluorescence measurements. Irdeed, molecular electronic transitions

depend on the vibrational state of the molecule, and through the

electronic spectra structure, the relative population of the vibra-

tional levels can be calculated.

It is possible to use both absorption and emission spectra. The

most interesting of the absorption methods is the flash spectroscopy.

The population of the vibrationally excited states is increased by

means of a high intensity flash which produces electronically excited

molecules; these decay to the ground electronic state, but remain in

high vibrational levels. An absorption spectrum of this vibrationally

excited gas in then obtained, using another flash. The variation of

intensity of the vibrational bands is measured.
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The electronic fluorescence methods give information about high

vibrational states. There are certain disadvantages in these methods,

like the impossibility, in some cases, of theoretical calculations of

the radiative lifetimes, pressure broadening effects, etc. On the other

hand they have the same big advantage as the laser technique, i.e. they

allow the determination of relaxation times for all kinds of energy

transfei and not only V-T transfer like the other methods.

1.6. Impact tube stagnation [2], [10], [11]

Let us consider that a gas initially in a reservoir at pressure p is

allowed to expand into a nozzle to form a jet with smaller pressure

p'. Then, by an obstacle - say an impact tube - placed in the gas

flow, the kinetic energy is changed into pressure, giving rise to a

sudden change in pressure (and density) from p' to a stagnation

pressure p equal to p . p is now used as a reference for the rest of

the impact tube. If along the tube relaxation takes place (this means

if the compression time is not much longer than the relaxation time of

the gas in question) p will be smaller than p . The difference between

p and p is clearly depending on relaxation time as well as on tube

geometry and flow velocity.

This method seems to offer no serious experimental difficulties, al-

though big amounts of gas are needed. The temperature range is large,

filling the gap between ultrasonic and shock measurements.
_2

Also relaxation time can be obtained in a large range: from 10 to

10"8 sec.

Recently [12] inelastic cross sections corresponding to vibrational

excitation have been measured with molecular beams. A time of flight

technique is used for both ions and neutral atoms colliding with a

molecular beam.
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2. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2. 1. Pure CH,t

Methane has four vibrational modes [13]: a triply degenerated bending

mode at v, = 1306 era , a doubly degenerated mode v„ = 1526 cm , a
-1 .

symmetric stretching mode v. = 2914 cm and a triply degenerated
J _ j

asymmetric stretching mode v, = 3020 cm . Only the triply degenerated

modes.are infrared active. See figures 1 and 2.

Vibrational relaxation in methane has been studied by different

methods (see Section 1).

Excitation as well as deexcitation in polyatomic molecules can take

place either in parallel, each mode relaxing independently, or in

series, in which case energy enters one mode and is then distributed

to the others. For methane, due to the vicinity of the two lower

energy levels, one has most probably a series mechanism. Therefore, in

CH,, for all methods but the optical ones, the excess of translation

energy feeds the lowest mode, with a relaxation time T,„, and is then

rapidly redistributed to \>2# This results in a measured relaxation

time, T_o, corresponding to the lower energy group including v, and v„

modes, and such that:

EC

'liO ' T40 "cf (7)

See equation (18) of Chapter I. Cc is the vibrational heat capacity of

state s at constant volume. For CH.T.» = 0.76 T.Q.

With the spectrophone (as with the laser) the infrared active modes

may be excited separately and the measured relaxation times are also

functions of t,Q. See Chapter IV.

In Table I the measured relaxation times for the lowest energy

group of CH,, at room temperature, are presented.

There is quite a strong disagreement between these results. Even

skipping the result of Griffith, which is certainly too low due to the

presence of 1% CjH,, r e l a x a t i ° n time values are ranging between 0.94

and 1.90 ys atm., with a mean value of T_ 0(CH,) * 1.61 us atm.

Table II presents some results as a function of temperature.
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TABLE I

Relaxation times for CH, at room temperature

T.Q in us atm.

0.48

1.68

1.86

2.05

2.03

1.7

1.07

1.6

1.6

0.94

1.86

1.90

1.56

0.99

1.65

Authors

Griffith (1950)

Cottrell and

Martin (1957)

Edmonds and

Lamb (1958)

Cottrell and

Matheson (1962)

Cottreil and

Matheson (1962)

Cottrell and

Day (1965)

Parker and

Swope (1965)

Yardley and

Moore (1966)

Cottrell et

al. (1966)

Gravitt et

al. (1966)

Hill and

Winter (1968)

Yardley et

al. (1970)

Parker and

Ritke (1972)

Wang and

Springer (1973)

Huetz. et

al. (1974)

Methods

Impact tube

ultrasonic interfe-

rometer

Reverberation

Ultrasonic interfe-

rometer

Ultrasonic interfe-

rometer

Ultrasonic interfe-

rometer

Resonance tube

Laser fluorescence

Spectrophone

Absorption tube

Ultrasonic interfe-

rometer

Laser fluorescence

Resonance tube

Ultrasonic interfe-

rometer

Impact tube

References

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]

[22]

[23]

[24]

[25]

[26]

[27]

[28]
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TABLE II

Relaxation tine in CH, as a function of tenperature

T in K

382

382

477

573

574

574

595

626

773

773

773

1073

1073

1600

T 0 in us atm.

0.84

0.77 +

0.66

0.37

0.53 +

0.58

0.51

0.49

0.30

0.36 *

0.42 +

0.20

0.22 *

0.14 *

Methods

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Shock-waves

Ultrasonic

Ultrasonic

Shock-waves

Shock-waves

References

[29]

[273
[29]

[24]

[27]

[29]

[29]

[29]

[24]

[30]

[27]

[24]

[30]

[30]

Calculated from formula (8)

Calculated from formula (9)
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Eucken and Aybar [29] made high temperature measurements and found

values which are presented together with those of Hill and Winter [24].

Richards and Sigefoos [30] measured in the temperature range from

700 K to 1600 K and found:

tm = exp(-5.4 + 40 T~ I / 3) us atm. (8)

while Wang and Springer £27] studied the range from 300 K to 900 K,

with the r e su l t :

log T £ 0 = (9.15 T ' - 1.373) ps attn. (9)

Results calculated from formulas (8) and (9) are also presented in

Table II.

High density CH, measurements were performed by Madigosky [31]

using an acoustic interferometer. He found T to be linearly dependent

on p , where p is the density. There is a good agreement with an

extrapolation of Eucken and Aybar's results.

Yardley ar.d Moore [2]] also got a result for the relaxation time

in the V - V transfer from v, to v,: T,, = 6 ns atm.

2.2. Mixtures of CH, and other gases

For mixtures the observed relaxation time is given by:

i = * + '~x (10)
Tmix T A - A T A - B

where x is the concentration of component A the molecules of which are

deactivated by collision, T. _ is the relaxation time for pure gas A

and x is the relaxation time for one molecule A in gas B. From
A *™ D «

(10) we see that x - i s linearly dependent on concentration.

Parker and Swope [20] got results for mixtures of methane with vi-

ta rationally inert gases:
- 11,2 vis atm.

T Q(CH^-Ar) = 16.6 ys atm.

xfc0(CH4-Kr) = 19.9 us atm.
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These values cannot be explained by the usual theories, which pre-

dict a much stronger influence of mass on the relaxation time.

Richards and Sigafoos [30] give for the temperature dependence of

T(CH4-Ar) between 740 K and 1600 K:

,-1/3,T£()(CH4-Ar) = exp(-6.2+61 T ' ) us atm (ID

-1,Yardley and Moore [21] used a laser to excite the v_ (3020 cm )

asymmetric stretching mode of CH, and got for the mixtures with noble

gases:

T „(CH, -He) " 2.0 ps atm.

T£Q(CH^-Ne) = 9.3 ps atm

and for the V-V energy transfer (v,,v,): 41 ns atm., 58 ns atm. and

68 ns atm. for He, Ne and Ar respectively.

Yardley et al. [25] measured with the same technique CH, mixtures

with different gases. Their results are presented in Table III.

The data for the rare gases are not in quantitative agreement with

the S.S.H. calculations (see Chapter III, Section 6.1), as already veri-

fied by Parker and Swope [20], Yardley infers that for heavier rare

gases the vibrational energy is transferred to rotation V-R, while for

the lighter ones we have also V - T transfer. For CH, - CH. collisions

both molecules are rotationally excited.

The relaxation in mixtures was first studied by Eucken and Aybar

[29]. According to them, at 400 K, C02 is 20 times more effective than

CH, in CH, deactivation and H» is 5 times more effective than CH,.

At 600 K, C02 is 25 times and H 2 9 times more effective than CH,.

Parker and Swope [20] measured T„ Q(CH^ - N2) = 121 us atm.

Bauer and Schotter [32] studied CO»"" CH, mixtures by sound absorp-

tion in order to measure the influence of the near resonance

Vj(CO2) to v4(CH^). They found T2Q(CO2-CH^) =0.1 us atm.;
2

A 0 4 - C O 2 ) = 102 ps atm. and T 4 ] ( C H 4 - C 0 2 ) = 0.3 us atm.

White [33] measured vibrational relaxation of oxygen by methane

with a shock-tube experiment and concluded that T(CH, - CH,) > (CH, - 0»)

This conclusion is in contradiction with the results of Cottrell and

Day [19] who found at room temperature T. Q(CH,-0 2) «4.2 ysec atm.

This means that CH,-0 2 collisions are at least two times less effect-



TABLE III

O

Vibrational Relaxation times in CH, mixtures

Collision

partner

ho in
us atm.

CH4

1.90

3He

1.4

4He

2.3

at room temperature

Ne

11.5

Ar

19.7

Kr

29

Xe

36

H2

0.12

HD

0.24

D2

0.90

CO

12.6

N2

20.5

°2

8.0

C2H6

0.0064
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ive than CH, - CH, collisions. Parker and Swope showed, however, [203,

that T(CH, -O„) is not a linear function of the methane concentration,

which indicates more complicated processes than those described by

equation (10) (see Table IV).

Taking into account processes III and IV, Parker and Swope concluded

that for relaxation of methane in oxygen T (CH, ~O„) > T(CH,-CH,),

while for relaxation of oxygen in methane T^O^-CH.) » T(CH,-CH,).

Yardley and Moore [34] also studied vibrational relaxation in pure

CH, and CH. - 0o mixtures. From their measurements and the theoretical
4 4 2assumption -{CH, -O2) < T (O2 - CH^), they concluded that

 To

7.4 us atn. This theoretical assumption - based on S.S.H. calcula-

tions (see Chapter III) for V-T and V-R energy transfer - is however

in disagreement with Parker and Swope's conclusions. Moreover Schnaus'

result L351 t(CO„-CH,) = 0.84 ys atm. and that of Evans and Winter

[36] T ( 0 2 ~ C H , ) = 0.85 us attn. also disagree with theory. Despite these

considerations Yardley and Moore's result that T(CH, -O2) > T(CH,-CH,)

agrees with Parker and Swope, even though the actual value of

T „(CH, -0~) might be wrong. Yardley and Moore also measured the V-V

relaxation time for the near resonanca energy transfer between the

vibration of 0- and the v- mode of CH, and found x „(O^-CH.) =

5.5 ns atm.

As a conclusion from the available CH, - 0 , measurements it seems

established that we are dealing with a deactivation process which in-

cludes V-V energy transfer. There is however no general agreement about

the interpretation of the experimental results.

2.3. Methane isotopes

The relaxation time of tetradeutero-methane was measured by Cottrell

and Matheson [37] using an ultrasonic technique. They found T.«(CD,) *

3.9 us atm., i.e. T,-.(CD,) = 2.5 us atm. according to (7) and conclude

that the results for CH, should be much higher than the ones established

till then, since V-T theory predicts T,Q(CH,) « 2x.0<CD,) (see fig. 1).

Moreover an experimental relaxation time is always likely to be too low

due to impurities, but not too high.
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TABLE IV

Mechanism for collisional deactivation

Process I

Process II

Process III

Process IV

A + A -*• A + A

A + + B -*• A + B

A f + B -»• A + B +

B+ + A -»- B + A

A+ + B -> A + Bf

B+ + B -v B + B

V - T

(V - T) .
mix

(V - V) .
mix

(V - T) .
mix

(V - V) .
mix

V - T

TABLE V

Relaxation times for the deuterated methanes

CD4

CHD3

CH2D2

CH3D

Tl0 i n

4.

2.

1.

1.

us atm.

67

57

72

27
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Later on, the same authors C17J measured again T»O^C11A)
 atl<* T t 0 4

and found 2.05 ysec atm. and 3.90 ysec a t o . r espec t ive ly , confirming

the re laxat ion time of CD, to be la rger than that of CH.; to explain

th i s cont radic t ion with theory they suggested that energy t r ans fe r in

c o l l i s i o n s could be caused by rapidly ro ta t ing molecules. A simple V-R

energy t rans fe r theory was therefore developed by Moore [38] - see

Chapter IV - T^QCCD.) a 4 T . Q ( C H , ) due to the quick t rans fe r of energy

from v ibra t ion to ro t a t ion in molecules with low moment of i n e r t i a .

Schnaus [35] measured CD, to be 4 times less e f fec t ive than CH, i n

the deac t iva t ion of 0».

Other methane isotopes were a lso s tudied . Dragonette [39] found

T £ 0 ( C H 2 D 2 ) = 1.26 us atm.

Gravi t t e t a l . [23] measured, with an Angona tube, the r e l axa t ion

time of a l l deuterated methanes, a t room temperature (see Table V).
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C H A P T E R I I I

VIBRATIONAL TRANSFER IN MOLECULAR COLLISIONS

1. INTUITIVE APPROACH

Several reviews have been published [1], [2], [33, [4], [5] on the

theoretical treatment of vibrational energy transfer, as a result of

the growing interest in the relaxation processes. They are a source of

information about intermolecular potentials, inelastic collisions,

chemical reactions, etc.

Considering a molecule in a certain vibrational level, j, the

question is what will happen to this molecule when it collides with

another molecule; we shall try to see how we can calculate the probabi-

lity of vibrational activation (P. . .) or deactivation (P. . .) by

collisions.

When considering the interaction between the diatomic molecule,

B-C, and an atom, A, which approaches the molecule along the molecular

axis (as shown in Fig.l), two extreme types of interaction may occur:

a) If B and A are hard elastic spheres, they interact only upon direct

contact. Assuming m_>>m., the velocity of A is reversed when colli-
D A

ding with B. B gets an acceleration towards C, compressing the spring

until it is stopped. Then the spring expands again, accelerating B.

When B passes again the equilibrium position it still has the kinetic

energy received from A, while A is already too far away to take it

back: energy was transferred.

b) In a soft interaction with long range forces, A and B begin to in-

teract while they are still far away. Because the force with which B

is compressed towards C is small, it is nearly in equilibrium with the

repulsion of the spring. At a certain moment, all the kinetic energy

of A is converted into potential energy of the spring. A and B are at

rest. Then the process reverses and B pushes A away with less and less

force, A receiving all its kinetic energy back: no energy was trans-

ferred.
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From these examples, some intuitive statements can already be ex-

tracted:

1st: the short range repulsive forces of the intermolecular potential

are the more interesting ones for the problem of energy transfer;

2nd: the process of vibration-translation energy transfer will have a

small probability. In fact, we can only expect transfer to occur

when the collision time t is shorter than, or of the order of,

the period of vibration T. A typical molecular vibration has a
-14

period of T = 3 * 10 s. The molecular velocity at room tempe-
4

rature is of the order of v = 5 * 10 cm/s and the distance

travelled by the atom in the repulsive potential field of the
—8

molecule is of the order of £. - 10 cm. This means that the col-

lision time is of the order of t = 2 x 10 s. So, only molecules

with much higher velocities than the average, will be able to

cause vibrational energy transfer;

3rd: the probability of energy transfer P must therefore increase with:

increasing temperature T, decreasing vibration frequency v,

increasing steepness of the repulsive field and decreasing mass v;
o

the last one because of -the factor exp(- uv /kT) in the Maxwellian

distribution function for velocities. These dependences can be

shortly indicated as follows:

Pt for T-t- , y+, v+ , at

o being the coefficient in the exponent of the repulsive poten-

tial, V = E exp(- a r) ,

2. MODEL; ASSUMPTIONS

The problem of vibration-translation, V-T, energy transfer will now

be treated in a more detailed and precise way. To do that, being un-

able to calculate the exact probability, we need a model. Several sim-

plifying assumptions are made to define the simple model we shall

start with. Some refinements and improvements to this model will be

introduced later.

Throughout this Chapter we are dealing with molecules of a gas at

normal temperatures and pressures.
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The assumptions now made are:

a) We are dealing with diatomic molecule-atom collisions.

b) The relative motion takes place in one dimension; that means, only

head-on, collinear collisions are considered. Oblique collisions can

be accounted for at the end of the calculations by the use of a

"steric factor".

c) The intramolecular potential is represented by a harmonic potential.

d) The intermolecular potential is an exponential potential.

e) We do not consider the possible effects of rotational energy levels.

No rotation is involved, as was already implied in assumption b ) .

f) The dynamics of the encounter are considered to be unaffected by the

energy transfer, as we take the velocity to be the mean of the in-

coming and outgoing velocities. This also implies that the amplitude

of vibration must be smaller than any "characteristic length" of

the intermolecular potential.

; -|

3. CLASSICAL TREATMENT

There are three different ways of handling our model: the classical

treatment, first used by Landau [6] in !936, in which both the vibra-

ting molecule and the incoming atom are treated classically; the semi-

classical treatment used for the first time by Zenner C7] in 1932 in

which the molecule is treated quair:unnnechanically, but the classical

trajectory of the incoming particle is used; and the quantum mechani-

cal treatment in which both the molecule and the atom are treated

quantummechanicaily (Zenner, 193i) Cs3.

It is interesting to note the chronological order: this is

certainly a result of the rush to apply wave-mechanics when it was

first discovered, completely discarding classical mechanics. Anyhow,

with the assumptions made, and as far as ene ̂ y transfer is concerned,

all three treatments give similar results as will be shown now.

We start with the classical treatment [9], [10]. Like before we

consider a diatomic molecule B - C and an atom A, which approaches it

with relative velocity v , as shown in Fig. 1. x is the distance b*cween

B and C and r the distance between centres of mass of BC and A. The

total potential energy can be written:

U(x)+V(rAB)+V(rAC) (1)
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Figure I - The collision model.
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where: U(x) is the intramolecular harmonic potential,

V'(r.n) = E„ exp [-a(r R - r )]AB U AK ^0

and V* (rAC) is negligible when compared with V^1»!»)*

for the classical turning point.

m.

(2)

star * stands

(3)

(4)

and v is the relative velocity.

The distance between A and B is given as a function of r and x by

r = r - x
AB

n> + m-.

We thus can write:

mc
V ( r ^ ) = V (R,X) = Eo expC-aR] e x p C ^ - ctX]

where X = x - x and R = r - r .

As X << a (assumption f ) :

mCV'(R,X)=E exp[-aR][l+ —ex X]o nL + m„

We now make use of the classical equation of motion:

2(E -V')

dt
.*

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

r.o convert V'(R,X) into V'(X, t) . To integrate this equation we shall

simplify the expression for the potential V' and use V'»E exp(-aR),

completely neglecting vibration, which is allowed by assumption f)<

Using (3) we then obtain:

(9)t = -£- cosh"1 C(eaR)i]
o

which is zero for R = 0 , i.e., at the time of nearest approach; or:

exp(-ctR) =secli {-—-) (10)
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The force acting in the oscillator is:

8 mC 2 V a t

Now the equation of notion of an oscillator under the influence of

a force F(t) (forced oscillation) is:

2,
li~ * u M = F(t), (12)f

dt

where w is the circular frequency of the oscillator and M *= m_ni_/(nig

is the reduced mass of the oscillator.

To solve this equation we can write it in the form [11]:

d ,dX . „. . ,dX . .. F(t)
-^ (^ - i<oX) + i U ( ^ - icX) - - j p

or

dC

where

f * w - ̂

C = -51 - iuiXdt

The solution of this first order equation is:
t

£(t)=exp(-ia!t)[ j -jj F(t) exp(ia-t) dt + 5(0)1 (16)

o

The energy of the oscillator i s :

E ( t ) = jM U ^ + A 2 ] = è M J e t 2 ( 1 7 )

and +«>

U ( » ) | 2 - - V I f F ( t ) exp(iut) d t | 2 (18)
M -<

—CO

if
£(-») = 0

is assumed; then the energy transferred from t=-°° till t=°° is:
+0O

2-E(-») =^j | j F(t) exp(io)t) dt | (19)
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i.e., it is given by the square racdulus of the Fourier transform of

F(t). This is the energy transferred to the oscillator in every colli-

sion of relative velocity v . With (li) one obtains:

„ 2 2 9 n„ „ -

a ^ ^C avo

which with Tioj/av » I - assumption f) - becones:

(20a)

As AE is nuch saaller than Ku, many collisions are needed to trans-

fer one quantum of vibraticnal energy. To be able to compare classical

and quantum results we define a probability of energy transfer per col-

lision:

, , AE 8TT 2 U U 2 , mC ^2 , 2-rrujx

lla x> C o

This expression must still be averaged over the distribution of rela-

tive velocities. The number density of molecules A with relative velocity

in the interval < v , v +dv > is

2
yv

dN(vo) - C exp[- -^ 1 dvQ (22)

(Maxwellian distribution) with C a normalization constant. The number of

collisions per unit time on a molecule BC of cross section a equals

v . a . dN(v ), which result in pn,(v ) . v . a . dN(v ) transitions. There-
o o vi o o o
fore the average transition probability per collision, PQJ» is:

P01 = { *01 ( V • Vo • ° • dUvo)f { Vo

o

The value of v which maximizes the integrand, v , is almost equal to
2

that which makes (yv /2kT + 2iuo/ctv ) a minimum, i.e.

( 2 4 )



u/a has the dimensions of a velocity and is of the order of 10 cm/s.

This result Beans Chat typical most effective velocities are in the

order of 10 to 10 cm/s. As expected they are higher than room tempe-

rature velocities.

Since the maximra at v is a steep one it is possible to evaluate

the integral by expanding the integrand in a Taylor series around v ,

including only the first terms - method of steepest descent. Then:

P 0 1 ~ l 3 J M \ + m c
} 6 < T ' e X p L 2 kT} J U W

where

G' = iH^Ji (26)
ale

and

e = ̂  (27)

This expression can be improved:

a) If we allow, in the expression for pQ. (v_) symmetrization of

velocity by replacing v by j ( v i+ v (P in which v. is the relative

velocity after collision and vQ the init ial relative velocity, and

1 ( vo " v ? } * ¥u) (28)

W

An extra factor exp (- sr™ ) is introduced in this way. Since, as a con-

sequence of the 2nd statement on p. 29, Hio/pv « 1, 2TTÜ)/OV becomes:

cx(vn + v.) atf av 3 ~

O 1 o auv

2

av *3 = av 2kT
o auv o

For the probability of deexcitation, P.Q, the factor introduced by

symmetrization of velocities., would be exp(+ tfto/2kT), so that
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p — = exp(pp) vJU;
rOl K

This factor is expressing detailed balancing.

b) As the incoming atom is accelerated by a potential well of depth e,

the effect of attractive forces may be taken into account by consider-

ing [12] the Maxwellian distribution law o'f velocities inside the well;

the number of particles is increased by a factor exp(e/kT).

The expression for P J O (
V Q ) J eq. (21), remains unchanged but an extra

factor of exp(e/kT) is introduced in eq. (25).

The repulsive forces are still, as stated before, dominating the

transition probability. As this probability is very sensitive to the

velocity with which molecules collide, the (long range) attractive

forces play ai« indirect important role.

c) If we consider collisional syumetrization, replacing

mr

the mass factors in (25):

M nu + m

are replaced by

4

Finally taking into account a), b) and c), the average transition

probability per collision is given by:

P ~
01 ~

JL /
2M

m c el ,el. 1/6
2 0 W

. exp[- •=• -1 + -S.1
2T kTJ

(31)

• -:-J'
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or, avoiding the simplifications (25) and (29):
2 . 2

o =
4:r

vQ exp[- d v 0 (32)

with v. given by (28).

. 2 2
4TT ai y

ah
6 3

being of the order of magnitude of 10 K, 9=Jta/k of the order of 10 K

and E/kT being smaller than 10, the behaviour of P0 J i s governed in a

f i r s t approximation by the behaviour of

exp I - -2 K-JT)

As expected from the in tu i t ive approach P increases with increasing

T or a and decreasing to or p.

4. SEMI-CLASSICAL TREATMENT [10] , [13]

The semi-classical treatment makes use of the time dependent per tur-

bation theory. The c lass ica l trajectory r ( t ) converts the perturbation

potent ia l V'(r) into V ' ( t ) .

Consider a molecule BC in vibrat ional s t a t e 0 with vibrat ional

energy EQ. After a time dependent perturbation has been applied there

is a cer ta in probabil i ty for the molecule to be in s t a t e 1.

The wave function of the perturbed system can be expanded in terms

of the unperturbed functions, with coefficients depending on time:

m
exp(-i(Dmt) » (x) (33)

where x is again the vibrational amplitude coordinate of the oscilla-

tor and other symbols have their usual meaning:

E y ( o ) (x)
m m m

Em

T

•r^jirsr'xx! rrr
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Substituting equation (33ji in the tiae dependent Schrodinger
equation:

(H +V') ? { x , t )
O

we ge t :

n

where:

E, -E

'•"im= "i - u m
 = — — ( 3 5 )

where
+ <r>

v;ffl(r) = f ?{
o)(x) . V'<x,r)^o)(x) dx (36)

— CO

and the classical r(t) converts r in t.

For a potential of the form already considered in III.3:

V(r,x) = U{x) + V'(r,x) (37)

with

U(x) = i Mio2 . (x-x e)
2 (38)

being the harmonic potential and x the equilibrium value of the vibra-

tional amplitude, and with the perturbation potential linear in x:

V(r,x) = V{r)-xF(r) (39)

we get:

V'n(r)=V(r) and

therefore

Vim(t)=-xlmF(t)

where F(t) is obtained from F(r) using the classical trajectory.

If cm(t) « c (t) * 1 for m f o, that means the perturbation is

small, we have

de,

dt K 10
- i V' exp(io,int) (41)
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or

de.

' Fit)

Now the probabil i ty is given by:

2 ,+ •

or
= 2>k | |F ( t )

|
' —

F ( t )

<42>

d t

dt

(43)

(44)

as

10' 2Mu
(45)

Equation (44) is the sane as equation (20) obtained by a purely clas-

sical calculation. Assumption f) was again used assuming F(t) to be in-

dependent on x.

We have jus t seen that, as far as energy transfer i s concerned, and

for the assumptions made, the purely classical and the semi-classical

(time dependent) treatments give the same result .

5. QUANTUM-MECHANICAL TREATMENT [2], [JO], [13]

In this treatment we consider an incident plane wave of unit ampli

tude.

Again we assume scattering to be mainly elastic which means that

linear momentum is preserved and only a small part is scattered in-

elastically.

The molecule BC acts as a scatterer and again the three atoms A, B

and C are aligned along the ."•ame axis.

As before we use a potential of the form (37).

The complete wave function for the interaction of A with BC is now

written, for large r when V'(r,x) •*• 0, as:

(46)
n
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where <?n(r) is the transnational wave function, $ (r) refers to the
BC e

elastic scattered wave, ?„ (x) is the vibrational wave function and
V (r) is the trauslational function with modified linear momentum p ,
" EC "

while Y (x) refers to the excited vibration.
n

The vibrational wave functions satisfy the equation:

2 .2
[- %z - ^ + U(x) - e J ?BC(x) = 0 (47)

2M ̂ 2 n n

and for large r the asyinptotic forms of ¥ (r) are:

*J(r) H *£(r) +*^(r) s C [exp{-ikor) +aQ exp(ikor)] (48)

- C a, exp(ik,r) (49)

in which C is some proportionality factor of dimension L and

yv
kn " 't (50)

Equation (46) is assumed to hold for all r, with ^(r) being now the

"distorted" wave function, corresponding to elastic scattering.

The probability that the scattered molecule BC undergoes a vibra-

tional transition 0 -*• 1 is:

and we need to find the asymptotic form of V..

We shall then try to solve the Schrb'dinger equation for the total

wave function:

ë4!s4 )
dr dx

Keeping the asymptotic forms (46), (48) and (49) and making use of

(47) for simplification, we get:

2

V(x,r)] f^C(x) . A r ) - O (53)
n nn dr n tT n n

where
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Multiplying by "? (x) and integrating over x, we obtain, due to the

orthogonality of the vibrational wave functions, the following equa-

tion for f'^(r):

dr

where V'(x'r) C ( x ) dx (55)

If, as before in (7), we write

V'(x,r)-V'(r) [ ! + _ £ _ ax]

we can split V1 Into two factors, one depending on translation only,
nzs

and the other on vibration:

Vf =V' (tr) . V1 (vib) (56)
nu nm run

with

^(vib) = f Ï*V^(vib) = f Ï*C (x) [1* C
m ax] TJ C(X) dx (57)

from which follows that V' =0 for |n -m| > I,
nm

V' (vib) - 1 (57a)
nn

V' , (v ib)= ^—ax A l (57b)
n ,n+ l nig+nsj, n ,n+ l

which is small; and

V' (tr) ̂  V' (r) (58)
nm ^2

for all n and m.

We shall now make use of the distorted wave approximation (D.W.A.),

which implies the perturbation to be small: we assume the elastically !

scattered wave <j> as well as the inelastically scattered wave <j>. to be ;

of first order with respect to the incident wave. {

From (54), (57a), (57b) and (58) we derive a zero order equation

2 i
^ i £ % V'(r) é(r) (59)
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A A A A
for VQ * $ + $ and a fitst order one for ¥?

T-^ + k^] A r ) - % V'(r) A r ) •V'f*{r) (60)

Jackson and Mott [14] show how these equations are solved in terms

of dinensionless functions F (r). which are chose solutions of
n

L±2*kb F Cr) « % V(r) F (r) (61)

which tend to zero if r -*• - » and have for r -*• + •> the asymptotic form

cos(k r + T)) t where n is a constant.

It turns out that the asymptotic form of ¥?(r) for r •*• + "> is indeed

like (49), with:

2V' (vib) c*
a, -exp(in) —•=£ I F,(r) . V^(tr) . FQ(r) dr (62)

Finally, using (51), (62), (57b) and (53), we see that

mr ? ? 7 2 ( 2

V 01

P0. - —A (63)

ko r
Using V'(r) » E Q exp(-otr), Jackson and Mott [14] showed that:

+ 00

F,(r) V(r) FQ(r) dr

sinh gQ sinh g,)^

16,T2U cosh 8 0 "
c o s h sl

where _ , _
2irk 2uyv

Therefore
, mC , 2 2 2 , 2 2.2 , . . . . .
V + m ) x

O j a ^-SQ) (sinh gQ sxnh gj)
P 0 1 » 2 2 ( 6 6 )

4ir (cosh g. - cosh gfl)

t.. / •
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gQf g. » 1 and g„ > g. for the transitions considered we have

(v n -v , ) ] (67)

_ 2 , mC ,2 2
8TT ( ) JJ u

^0!

2 2Remembering y/2 ( V Q - V . ) = #w , this expression for p«j is the same

we got for the classical treatment (see eq. (21) and eq. (29)) after

correcting for velocity sy nine tri zat ion.

We have proved that, with the assumptions of section 2 and for a

potential tike the one considered (eq. (1), (2), (7), (38) etc.), the

three types of approach give the same result, as long as the kinetic

energy of approach is large compared to E ... All three treatments are

only valid if the transition probabilities are small.

6. IMPROVEMENTS ON THE MODEL

Some of the assumptions made in Section 2 will now be withdrawn in

order to be able to consider a more realistic model.

6.1. More realistic potentials

Up till now we used an interaction potential V(r,x) = V~ exp(-ar)

Cl + 8x3 together with a harmonic intramolecular potential.

Calculations using a Morse intemolecular potential

VM(r) = A exp(-ar) - n exp(- ̂ ) (68)

were performed by Takayanagi [5] and by Cottrell [13]. The result is:

2 2
87r V ^

where

- 87r V r " ^ 2<fr)-, . .
P 0 1 r-wexpC SvT^- 1 <69)

JiMce 0

2MvQ
2X

Neglecting the attractive part of the Morse potential, i.e., making

n = 0, we get back the previous results.
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Slawsky, Schwartz and Herzfeld (!954) developed a three-dimensional

quantucciechar.ical treatment known as SSH theory - see for instance,

[12] - , where they use an exponential intermolecular potential of the

forn

V' = V exp(-otr) - e (71)

V„, a and c are to be determined by fitting this exponential curve to

the Lennard-Jones potential for which the potential parameters are known

VL-J
 = 4 e C ( " T ) 1 2 " <-r>6] (72)

it points rQ and r . r is the classical turning point for the most

effective energy E* and rQ is the point of zero potential energy (see

figure 2).

E* = VQ exp(-arc) - e

0 = VQ exp(-ar0) - e
(73)

The effect of the (-e) term in the potential is to introduce a factor

exp(e/kT) in the expression for the transition probability as was al-

ready shown.

No analytical solution exists for P.Q when using the Lennard-Jones

potential or in fact most intermolecular potentials, but we can develop

numerical methods to evaluate the integral

+ oo

V(t) exp(iwt) dt

— 00

Cottrell and Ream Ll5] evaluated PJ0 numerically, for CH,, using the

L-J potential.

Nikitin [16] calculated P]Q for the repulsive part of the Lennard-

Jones potential and Shin C173 for the complete Lennard-Jones but con-

sidering only the essential part of the integral. They got respectively:

/ 3 -2-
2T

(74)

• £ • • • • • i ]

(75)
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Figure 2 - The exponential potential ( )» compared to

the L.J. potential (. . .) with fitting at rQ

and r .
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Compared to equation (31) these equations show a stronger dependence

of P.„ on the depth of the potential well e. For strongly attractive

polar molecules the probability night increase by a factor of JO to

100, due to larger z.

The third tern in the exponent of P.Q is no longer negligible com-

pared to the leading term and this may increase the probability by one

or two orders of magnitude. Therefore the dependence of log P,o on
-1/3
T cannot be a linear one if the attractive force is important.

Widom [18] showed that although the first term in the exponent of P,Q

is quite insensitive to the nature of the potential assumed, the correc-

tion terms are very much dependent on the form of the repulsive part of

the potential, which makes the corrections very uncertain.

However, the SSH results are, at least in some cases, more accurate

than the results obtained with the Lennard Jones potential itself [19].

The SSH theory takes the attractive fcrces into account, not only in

the factor exp(-£/kT) but also in the a. So, we may draw the conclusion

that it is better to use an intemolecular potential with a repulsive

exponential part, say a Morse potential, than the L-J potential: the

repulsive part of the latter looks too steep.

We can also consider a more realistic intramolecular potential by

taking into account possible inharmonicities. By using a Morse intra-

molecular potential we get, according to Mies [20] a probability of

energy transfer, PjO> which is 10 to 100 times smaller than the one

calculated with the harmonic potential. This happens because the proba-

bility is extremely sensitive to the ratio between the diagonal matrix

elements of the interaction potential

V (x) = I ¥ (r) V(x,r) T (r) dr (76)
oil J o IL

For a harmonic intramolecular potential V /V = 1, but for a Morse
no s s

intramolecular potential we get deviations from unity (17% for H~) which

strongly decrease the calculated probability. With this decrease agree-

ment between theory and experiment becomes poor for a parameter a chosen

by fitting the potential to the L-J potential; but agreement improves

with experiment if a is chosen by the temperature dependence of P.».

Mies [21] also made calculations for H~ - He collisions with a more

exact, three-dimensional intermolecular potential



V(r,x,5) = Ce" a r [A{6) + 3(6) x] (77)

where 6 is the angle between x and r. The probability obtained is in

£ood agreement with the one calculated using an exponential intermole-

cular potential, if in both calculations a Horse intramolecular poten-

tial is considered. This agreement, as stated in ref. [21] is fortuitous

and due to two opposite effects: the exponential potential exerts a

bigger force on the oscillator, leading to a larger VQ. and therefore

larger probability, while the ratio V I I / V Q Q f°r the model potential

deviates more from I than for the accurate potential causing a decrease

in the probability of transfer.

6.2. Three-dimensional treatments

When dealing with non-collinear collisions we have to introduce an impact

parameter b which is the distance between the asymptotes of the traject-

ories of the colliding molecule and atom. The distance of closest

approach, r , is the minimum value of r.

Using polar coordinates, r and 9, where 6 was defined above (77), se

have

b 2 = r2 Cl jS_] (78)

The number of collisions per molecule per unit time with velocities

between v and v + dv and impact parameter between b and b + db, is

4N (±H±±.)i b y exp(-y) db dy (79)

with „

v = — 2 (80)
y 2kT

and N is the number density.

If p(b,y) is the transition probability per molecule per collision,

then the average frequency of vibrational energy transfer per molecule

is
00 00

f=4N (i2M)i I I p(b,y) b y exp(-y) db dy (81)

o o
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With (78) and (80) ar.d se~e approxirsatiens [13], the nost important

of which is the assumption that p(b,y) is a function of r only - hence
k C

of v_ (head on col l ia icr .c ; ) = !"2yV(r ) ] ' - one o b t a i n s :

f - W ( ^ ) i rj j ?(v0) v0 o«p(- -^f) dvQ <82)
o

where r is an average value of rn.

With P(VQ) given by (21) and with the approximation caethods already

described, introducing velocity syrssetrizaticn and other improvements

described in paragraph 3, we finally obtain

-2 2 2
P 1 ,2a3 j r c p °B + nC 6' ,6 ' 1/6
r ! 0 2 l 3 ' o M , .2 0 K I}

01 (=5B+nC}

( 8 3 )

where Z <» NCJV» is the average nurcber of col l is ions per molecule per

unit t i oe , o is the hard-sphere cross section and VQ the average rela-

t ive ve loc i ty .

Equation (94) i s ident ical to equation (31) i f

a = ïï r
c (84)

We now quote the r e s u l t f o r the three-dimensional quantum mechanical

treatment of Slawsky, Schwartz and Herzfe ld [ 1 2 ] already mentioned:

* 2 2
P Z0 r ( m + m >10 " '-017Y <2'2> V

^ ^ ^ 3 (85)

which will be called the SSH result. This result must be compared

with (83).

Y(2,2) is a function of kT/e tabulated by Hirschfelder [22], Y(2,2)

0.76 (1 + 1.1 e/kT) so that the first correction to (31) is not much

different from unity.
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r is the classical turning point for the most effective energy

E (v ), TQ is the point of zero potential energy, (rJ*n) does not
2differ much fron (TIT /a).

Usually the three-diraensional molecular potential V(r,x,6) is aver-

aged ovar the internal coordinates and fitted to a spherically symmetric

potential. Alternatively a correction, a "steric factor" ZQ is intro-

duced in the coliinear probability.

With the assuaption of a cos 9 dependence for the probability Z^** 1/3

Mies [21] showed, however, that P.Q obtained with an exact potential

for He - H~ collisions had not a cos 6 dependence; he got Z n = 0.24.

The SSH theory is one of the most refined treatments for diatomic

molecules; it assumes spherical symmetry (representing the vibrating mole-

cule as a "breathing" sphere) and makes use of the modified wave number

approximation (MWN) in the course of the calculations C5], [233. When

centrifugal forces are important however, it cannot be applied.

The SchrSdinger equation for the atom-molecule system in the three-

dimensional case, assuming a spherically symmetric molecule, is:

H2 2 Kx2 H 2 2 •* - •+ -
2M x ^ 2 **" * * * * *

Neglecting rotation-vibration interaction in the harmonic oscillator,

the angular dependence can be factored out and the radial solution of

the Hamiltonian is <)> (x)/x, where $ (x) is the unperturbed function of

the one-dimensional harmonic oscillator. We look for a solution ¥(x,r) *

(f>(9 ) • ̂ (x.r), where

V(.x,r)=Z [<j>n(x)/x] Z[G*(r)/r] P£(cos 6^ (87)

i.e., we must find the solutions G (r) of the equations
m

n j *m V(x'r) *n dx]-

G*(r) « 0, (88) I

where the wave number K is given by
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=7
This equation cannot be solved analytically for an exponential form

of V, but an approximate solution can be obtained using the effective

wavenumber K2<*K2 - 2-U + l)/(r*) , where r* is the classical turningm m c c

point for the most effective energy. The MWN approximation assumes tran-

sitions to take place only in the vicinity of rc-

Numerically exact quantum mechanical calculations for the probability

of vibrational energy transfer were made by several authors. Secrest

and Johnson [24] studied a collinear collision of a particle with a

harmonic oscillator. They consider both hard and soft exponential in-

teraction potentials and make comparisons between their exact calcula-

tions and both the semi-classical and the quantummechanical approximate

treatments. (§ 4 and 5). Their conclusions are that the results of the

DWA approximation are consistently too high, even at low energies and

small probabilities. Moreover, the DWA quantunmtechanical approximation

only reduces to the classical approximation at high energies, while the

semi-classical approximation always gives the same results as the clas-

sical one. It has been shown, however, that the DWA results differ from

the exact ones by a mass dependent factor which may appear as a correc-

tion to the first order approximations [25], [26].

An identical study for an interaction via a strongly attractive

Morse potential was done by Roberts and Diestler [25]. They show that

perturbation theories give accurate results, when used with the semi-

empirical corrections, both for the exponential and the Morse potentials.

6.3. Polyatomic molecules

Polyatomic molecules have several modes of vibration with different re-

laxation probabilities. It is experimentally known, however, that most

polyatomic molecules relax in series: they transfer the vibrational

energy of the higher modes to the lower-frequency mode (V-V transfer)

and from the lower mode to translation (V-T transfer). In these cases

the probability of energy transfer from the lower frequency modo to

translation is the one which is measured.
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If the lower frequency mode is a stretching mode, we can still apply

the results for diatonic nolecules taking u * u - . But if this mode
nan

inplies motion in the "surface" of the molecule instead of perpendicular

to the "surface" - like for the bending nodes - the calculation

becomes more difficult.

Cottrell tried to apply equation (31) for the relaxation of the lower

frequency mode of a polyatomic molecule in collision with an atom [13],

[153. To do that he replaced the polyatomic molecule by a harmonic oscil-

lator. Given the potential energy for the relevant vibrational mode and

forcing the frequency of the harmonic oscillator to be the same as that

of the relevant mode he had to adapt the reduced mass of the molecule.

Tanczos [27] generalized the SSH theory, taking into account all the

possible activation and deactivation processes which may occur in a

collision between two polyatomic molecules.

He calculated the probability that a pair of molecules A and ji

initially at vibration states j and m will go to vibration states n and

q, respectively, after collision. Basically Tanczos replaced tfu by:
AE = Ku>A(j-n) + tfwB0n-q) (90)

Furthermore, he calculated and averaged the motion of the "surface"

atoms of the molecules by a normal coordinate treatment and assuming

displacements to be always normal to the "surface" he introduced a

steric factor Z- = 1/3 for linear molecules and Z Q = 2/3 for non-linear

molecules.

For each kind of process Tanczos got the following expression:

-L

. (!Ay/6 exp[. 3 (^B )

AB *

where V. , V are average vibrational factors [1] (which for diatomicjn mq
molecules were defined in equation (57)).

f(e,T) « 1.4/1.017Y(2,2) M I, as in (85)

0 ^ » AE/k (92)

and
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The transition probabilities, P. nust be incorporated into a set

of equations r^on which the observed probability is obtained.

Equation (91) expresses the result of the so-called SSHT theory.

7. VIBRATION-VIBRATION ENERGY TRANSFER

When ve consider collisions between an atom and a polyatomic molecule

or between two molecules, we saust take into account the probability of

vibration-vibration energy transfer.

From the sinple Landau-Teller [6] treatment we could expect the pro-
V—Vbability of vibration-vibration transfer, P , from the m level of then— m

mode wi th frequency us„ t o t h e n l e v e l o f mode to. t o be

V-v ? 1 "\
&n Pn-m ~ [ " <™A-<™B> ^ (94)

Equation (91) gives a V-V probability, calculated with the SSHT

theory.

In case of exact resonance, w.(j-n) • ü>„(m-q) and AE = 0, other

approximations must be made in the deduction of the SSH theory (see 5).

Instead of the assumption gQ > gj we have now gj - gg.

Tanczos got for the resonance case

P(A,B) =2_(A) . Z_(B) . V2(A) V2(B) - ^ £ . expC-e/kT] (95)

Rapp and Golden [28] calculated, using a time dependent approximation,

the probability of V-V energy transfer in a head-on col l is ion of two

identical diatomic molecules A of composition A'A" (exact resonance).

They got for the probability per coll ision

p. . = sinjm-mj

_ 2uvnV'.
2 C ^JH3L] (96)

where +°° m

V'. . - I ffA"(x) exp C ^ — ax] ̂ ' A " (x ) dx (97)
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x is the distance between the centres of taass of the two molecules,

is the velocity.
-2

V' _, being of the order of 80 equation (96) usually can be
flu—U j|

approximated by:

^ 1 0 - 0 1 , 2
P10-01 ~ OS

and af ter averaging over thermal tenperatures:

8pkT V ' 2
O O 1

P10-01 = ~l~p.

In the near resonant case, between two different diatomic molecules

A'A" B'B" we have [27]:

Pjnr-nq^^^-öjr^jm-nq^56^2 ( ^> . ( 5 0 0 )

where y = «a.(j-n) +wR(m-q) and it is assumed that Y is much smaller than

for all other pairs of final states different from n,q.

Rapp and Golden also show for N 2~N 2 and N- - CO collisions, that,

both for exact resonance and near resonance p^~^ is much larger than
V- T
P . This explains the fact, already mentioned, that most polyatomic

molecules relax the higher frequency modes in series, and not directly

to translation.

8. VIBRATION-ROTATION ENERGY TRANSFER

Cottrell et al. C29], [30] reported that the experimental value of

the probability of vibrational energy transfer, P , was smaller for

some deuterated molecules than for the normal molecules, in spite of

the opposite prediction of the SSH theory for those cases.

For CH, and CD,, for instance,

%in ( C I V I J (CH4 )

i-.Tr. •. = 1 . 3 1 'and —.__ . « 0 . 8

<Vn (CV U ( C V
so that the theory predicts, according to eq. (31),
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oTkT

whi Ie

Pexp ( G 34

Cottrell et al. suggested that this could be explained by a process

of vibration-rotation-translation {V-R-T), energy transfer. Since for

molecules with light peripheral atoms (and therefore with low moment of

inertia), the rotational velocity of the atom farthest from the mole-

cule's center of nass is larger than its translational velocity, ener-

gy transfer from vibration to rotation is much more probable than to

translation. Furthermore the transfer process rotation-translation

being much more rapid than any of the other ones, the most probable

way for molecules with low moment of inertia, to relax from vibrational

excitation is vibration-rotation-translation.

We shall now follow a very simple treatment of Moore [31] who, using

a model for V-R energy transfer, based on a classical rotator plus a

quantum oscillator, obtained a very good agreement with experimental
2

results for polyatomic molecules with I/d « m1 (see figure 3). The

model consists of a rotating molecule AB with mass m', angular rotation

frequency fl, moment of inertia I and distance d from the peripheral

atom A to the axis of rotation. This molecule is colliding with a vibra-

ting molecule CD with reduced mass M, vibration frequency oi and distance

between atoms x. The rotational velocity, ïïd, is considered large com-

pared to the translaticnal velocity.

The intermolecular potential is again given by

V' = E Q exp(-or') [1 +aAx)] (101)

where r' is the value of r.,, when Ax = 0.

If we take the expression for the probability of V - T energy trans-

fer (21), replace the translational velocity v by (fid) and the mass of
2

the rotator by (I/d ) we get:
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VIBRATOR

Figure 3 - The V-B transfer model.
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where the reduced nass of the colliding molecules has been replaced by
2 2

(I/d ) because 1/d « cu + nv
2fay*V „ I/d2

Averaging over the thermal distribution of the angular velocity

2 *
è'.iiü) = C exp(- | ^ ) dn (103)

with C a normalization factor, by an analysis like that used to derive
(25) from (21), we obtain now:

P«0 Z0 ( 3 } ^ ^ ^ 2 0 (T } '
0'

exp [ - | < - ^ ) l / 3 > ^ 3 (104)

where 0 = Hu/k and

R aZkdZ

Z and exp(-2=r) are the usual corrections for non-linear collisions and
for the change in relative velocity upon energy transfer, respectively.

If vibration-rotation is indeed the process which in fact takes place
we shall expect the probability of vibration relaxation to be propor-
tional to

r 3 , 4 T T V I J / 3 Texp C- - ( „ 2 ) 3

In this case, as I(CH^)/I(CD.) = J, the theoretical values of the

probabilities for CIL and CD, are such that

PV"R(CH4)
 < PV"R(CD4)

in agreement with experimental results.
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Moore's treatment breaks down when the rotational and vibrational

energy level spacing are comparable. In this case one can not use the

classical rotator approximation of a continuous rotational spectrum.

A description of energy transfer between a quantum vibrator and a quan-

tum rotator [32], [33] is then needed; a correction to the vibrational

transition probability which results from the finite size of the rota-

tional spacing is determined by Stallcop [33].
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C H A P T E R IV

IN CH, AND CH.-RARE GAS MIXTURES

ABSTRACT

With a spectrophone vibrational relaxation times in CH. and in mix-

tures of CH4 with rare gases were measured. Both the amplitude and the

•phase method were used. The two infrared active modes of CH. (v. and

v~) were investigated separately. The relaxation times, at one atmos-

phere, after exciting the lowest mode v., were found to be:

x(CH4~CH4) = 1.65 ps; i(CH.-He) =1.97 ys; i(CH4~ Ne) = 8.6 us;

x(CH.-Ar) = 12 \is and j(CH.-Kr) m 60 ys. From these values one may

infer that vibrational-rotational (V-R) energy transfer is the domi-

nant relaxation mechanism. By exciting the higher mode the first step

in the deactivation of v, was found to be a V-V transfer to the lowest

modee s>4, v„.

1. INTRODUCTION

From the many methods to measure v ibra t ional re laxat ion times, the

opt ic-acoust ic way and the l ase r fluorescence techniques are d i s t i n c t

because they allow to study separately the relaxat ion of different

v ibra t ional modes. Also the deexcitation scheme from a higher energy

mode to the ground s t a t e can be deduced by these methods.

Read Cl] gives a survey of most measurements obtained through the

opt ic-acoust ic method, which were done before 1968.

Spectrophone phase-lag measurements on CH, were performed by Cot t re l l

and McCoubrey [2] who found 1.6 ys atm by exci t ing the v, node. The

relaxat ion from the v̂  mode was only invest igated t i l l 30 Torr because

of low s ignal ; within the ercperimental errors i t agreed with the resu l t s

for the v , mode.

Yardley et a l . [ 3 ] , C4] measured relaxation times for the removal of

energy from v« and for the appearance in \>, with a laser technique.
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Their results for methane and mixtures of methane with several rare

gases will be compared with ours in Section 5.

The spectrophone method has been described in a previous paper [5].

We therefore give only a very short description:

Consider an infrared active gas. If radiation of the right wave-

length passes through, tne molecules will absorb the energy directly as

vibrational quanta. The excited molecules will loose the excess of

vibrational energy by radiation or by inelastic collisions. In the

latter case one has V - T or V- R-T energy transfer and thus an in-

crease in temperature. If the radiation is chopped, at frequencies be-

tween 150 and 2000 cps, and the gas is enclosed in a constant volume

a sound is obtained. By use of filters it is possible to excite only

one vibrational mode and to obtain information about the relaxation

steps.

This can be done in two ways:

a) Amplitude-frequency response method

By observing the sound wave amplitude as a function of frequency.

b) Phase method

By measuring the phase lag between the absorbed radiation and the

sound produced.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the experimental set-up.

The spectrophone [5], [6] is a gas cell made of a block of brass with
3

a cylindrical internal cavity of approximately 2 cm . On one side there

is a NaCl window. On the other side a Bruel & Kjaer £" microphone is

mounted, which has a sensitivity of 1 mV/y bar.

The spectrophone is connected with the filling system through a

needle valve which allows a very slow introduction of gases. (A sudden

pressure change would damage the microphone membrane.) Another valve is

present for the connection with the vacuum system, consisting of a

rotating pump plus an oil diffusion pump which allows pressures of about

2 x 10 Torr. The filling system can be evacuated separately by another

set of vacuum pumps. The pressure in both vacuum systems can be measured

by a Penning and a L.K.B. gauge. The spectrophone as well as the filling

system may be baked out to 150 C.
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Figure I - Block diagram of the experimental set-up.

D - Chopping disc; F - Filter; M - Micro-

phone; S - Kernst filacent.

Figure 2 - Vibrational levels of CH. below 3100 cm

with the range of filters used indicated

at the right-hand side. * means infrared

active mode.
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A Bourdon raanoneter allows pressure measurements in the spectrophone

from 0 to 220 Torr with an accuracy of 0.25 Torr.

The infrared source is a Nernst filament which can work at 2000 K.

Two spherical mirrors and a gold plated cylinder focus the radiation on

the gas-cell window.

Several filters may be put into the radiation path in order to iso-

late the vibrational mode to be excited: a 3.3 +_ 0.5 u band pass filter

to isolate the v., mode (see figure 2); a 7.7 *_ 1. 1 u band pass filter

and a long wave pass filter with the edge at 5 y for the v, mode.

The radiation is chopped by a disc with 25 apertures turned by a

P.A.R. chopper. This makes it possible to have chopping frequencies be-

tween 150 and 2000 cps with a stability better than 0.5% per hour. The

chopper gives a reference signal which is used in the phase method to

synchronize the wave-analyser.

Both the microphone power supply and the pre-amplifier are battery

driven in order to have as little 50 cps noise as possible. The pre-

amplifier has also a low frequency and a high frequency roll-off which

attenuates frequencies lower than 10 cps and higher than 10 kcps.

The wave analyser is working as a synchronized amplifier with a Q

of 50 having a transmission of one at the resonant frequency and a

rejection larger than 80 dB at frequencies far from resonance. The gain
4

can be changed in ten calibrated steps from 1 to 10 .

The digital phase meter has an accuracy of 0.2 at the frequency

used.

The gas-cell and the filling system are mounted on a cement block of

500 kg which is supported by six shock breakers in order to isolate the

microphone from vibrations of the surroundings.

Measurements are performed at temperatures close to 300 K.

3. RELAXATION EQUATIONS FOR A TWO-STATE AND A THREE-STATE MODEL

3.1 - Two-state model

For a two-state model the optic-acoustic effect was already studied

by Gorelik [7] in 1946. Later Cottrell [2] extended this study as follows:

Consider a two-state gas characterized by two temperatures. The

translational temperature T and the vibrational temperature T., which

can be defined by:
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^ = exp (-hv/kT£) (1)
x o

where N and N are the numbers of molecules in the ground and excited
O &

states and v the vibration wave number.
If the chopped radiation energy is of the form

H = H° + H' exp(iü)t) (2)

one can write the conservation of energy equations:

dT
CouT=C£ f*0 ( T £ " V (3>

dTs>
Cl St = V l Q ( To " V + H + H ' e X P ( i u t ) ( 4 )

C and C are the heat capacity of translation plus rotation and of

vibration, respectively. The collision frequency for deexcitation of

one molecule is denoted by f _.

The energy flow to the environment and the spontaneous emission of

radiation have been neglected, as both times involved are much larger

than vibration-translation relaxation times.

Assuming solutions of the form:

T = T°+T' exp(iü)t) (5)
o o o

one gets :
H'f

T' = S2 (7)
i (C + V f w C

and for the oscillatory part of the pressure:

.pH' exp(i*)

T % C n • ( £ £ ) 2 ( ^ > 2 : !

and

ÜJT. C

tg (ir/2-« = — ^ 7 ^ *) (9)
p c

) If w is such that one may neglect acoustical relaxation.
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C = C + C is the total heat capacity, p is the pressure (in atm) and

ho = t- O0)

io

is the relaxation time reduced to one atmosphere.

Equation (8) is used in the amplitude-frequency response method and

equation (9) in the phase method.

3.2 - Three-state model

For a three-state model there are two possibilities: exciting the

higher or the middle state (see figure 3).

a) A three-state treatment, exciting the higher mode, was first tried

in 1966 [8], [9] for a two-step relaxation of the type

translation

m

f.. is the collision frequency for vibration energy transfer from state

i to state j.

According to the last more correct treatments [10], [11], [12]

equations (8) and (9) must be replaced by:
toyx 2 I

with

o T p p CT

T CUT- U T C

# = arc tg(wy -2^) - \-a - arc tg( -) - arc tg(—^~-)
P P p T

or

r - ] w C ° N -1 2 Co 2 - 3 ,
Ü)LT_ p + (•g—y)x p +(o fr-yx T, p ]

tg(TT/2-<j)) = Ï — - I (12)

where

(13)

These equations apply if C- << C and C„ « C +C (see Appendix I).

In the derivation of these equations the energy flow to the environ-

ment is neglected, as well as the spontaneous emission of radiation.

In the case of CH^ both relaxation processes (one-step and two-step)

can be observed.
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Figure 3 - Two three-state models.
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CH, has four fundamental modes (see figure 2): a triply degenerated
^ _1

bending mode at [13] v, = 1306 cm , which is infrared active; a
^ _ |

doubly degenerated mode [14] v_ = 1533 cm ; a symmetric stretching
_ j z

[!5] v = 2917 cm and another infrared active triply degenerated mode1 _ i

L151 v, = 3019 cm , which is an asymmetric stretching mode.

The vibrational heat capacities of the lower modes of CHy. are, at

300 K: C, = 0.444 cal/mole.K and C2 = 0.137 cal/mole.K, higher modes

having negligible heat capacities. The total heat capacity, at constant

volume, is C = 6.45 cal/mole.K.

In the case of exciting the v, mode of CH, the two-state model may

be applied - equations (8) and (9). However, because of easy V-V

transitions v„ and v, are strongly coupled and state I should be con-

sidered as one vibrational group including v, and v„. Experiment seems

to confirm the theoretical prediction of quick v, $ v„ transitions

[3] , [16].

In describing the v, deexcitation the three-state model has to be

used - equations (11) and (12).

b) A three-state model exciting the lower mode, is now considered:

If the energy transfer v, X v- is much quicker than any transfer to

translation, the relaxation scheme after excitation of the v, mode of

CH, can be described by the following conservation of energy equations:

3T V
C4 T F =- C 4 f 40< T 4-V + ^ <C4f42 + C2 f24><T2-V

(14)

3T
C2 -W " " C2 f 20 (T2 - V " (C4 f42 + C 2 f 24> (T2 " V

(15)

3T v,
Co IT = C4f40(T4 - V + V20 ( T2 " V + ° " ^ (C4f42 + C2f24) (T2 " T4>

(16)

Also here the energy flow to the environment and the spontaneous emis-

sion of radiation have been neglected, f.. is the collision frequency

for transitions from state i to state j, per molecule. Other symbols were

already mentioned.
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Assuming solutions of the form T »T° + T'exp(iut), i - 0 , 2, 4 and sol-

ving for T1 yields:

T ' = ^ 1 _ B (17)
o ïuC do

with

n = f[zuf + g(1 + zux) + i z(f-yg)3 (I7a)

and

d = f[zuf +g(i +zux)](l +s + sz) +
2

iCzf(1 +s +u +uzs) + g(l + zx)]-td z (17b)

where _ ,
f = f , "I z . _ 2 u_ 20

V4 V4 C4x = — , y = l and s * — (Note that x + y • 1).
V2 V2 C0

If f24 >:> <"> f24 >> ^40 ̂or T24 << T40^ ^s assume<* (i-e-» 8 >> ̂ »

g >> ID) one can drop terms in f , ojf, tû  in (I7a) and (17b). This results

in: , . -1 _
• 1 ~ 10)p T# n o

o ~ io)C D , , . -1 _o 1 + iup T4()F

with

B» . ̂ , D - l + s + sz, F » <.,
1/ZXS- (19)

1 + zux ' (I + zux)D

Writing pu> = pT'/T° in the polar form Ae we obtain for the amplitude

A « — ,Po' _o o 1 (20)

and for the phase angle

tg(cup T ^ Q B ) - y a r c tgOup

uipTgOJ + F) _
tg(|-*) Y^ÏI w u p T40 (B

1 - u p T4()BF
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For the experinental conditions, uP < 3 * 10 , one may neglect both
2 —2 2 2 2 -2 2

u> p T/QB and u p T/n 3 F with respect to unity.

Comparing equations (20) and (21) with the results for the one-step

relaxation (8) and (9) on>ï expects the measured relaxation time, T. ,

found by applying the one-step formulas to the v, mode to be larger

than the 'true' relaxation time T,Q of this mode.

For the amplitude method

^ T£o " T40 F <22>

where, as already stated, the excited state 2, is to be considered as a

group including v, and v_. For the phase method

^ T £ o - T 4 0 ( B + F ) ( 2 3 )

For CH4 z =0.309, y= 0.148, s =0.076, while u and v E f^
f24 =

(g/f„4 - z) are calculated to be about 0.2 (u=0.19, v=0.22). With these

values: B = 0.0435, F= 1.092. With Co/CT = 0.910 this gives T^Q » 0.83 T^

for the amplitude method and T,Q » 0.80 x. for the phase method.

Due to the approximations made these conclusions are however to be

taken qualitatively: In CH, the relaxation time T,-, from the v, mode,

is shorter than the measured relaxation time T corresponding to the

v, , v„ group. Because of the vicinity of Vj (an<i of v^ X vo t r a n s i ~

tions followed by v, + T as well as v, •*• T) the relaxation from v,

suffers a delay.

4. RESULTS

We obtained relaxation times mainly by the amplitude-frequency res-

ponse method - see equations (8) and (11). The sound amplitude was

measured as a function of frequency in the range of 180 to 2000 cps,

at several pressures. This was done for pure CH, and for mixtures with

iner t gases; for each mixture several concentrations were studied.

The phase method - (9) and (12) - was also used for pure CH,. The

phase lag between sound and l ight signals was measured as a function

of pressure from 320 to 8 Torr; several frequencies were used.
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4 . 1 . Calibrating gas

Because of the non-linear frequency response of the microphone in

the gas-cell and of heat conduction to the walls a cal ibrat ing gas has

to be used. This cal ibrat ing gas must have an acoustic behaviour simi-

lar to that of the gas being studied, but a relaxation time, T , not

measurable with the spectrophone.

For th is cal ibrat ion 7% of ethane was added to the gas being inves-

tigated - see Appendix. According to Yardley et a l . [4] T(CH, -C_H,) =

6.4 x 10 us.atm, which gives for the cal ibrat ing gas mixture,

7% C2H, + 93% CH,, a relaxation time of t =0.09 us.atm. Recently,

Huetz et a l . [17] showed that the relaxation time for the mixture

CH, - C2H, has a non-linear behaviour with concentration. According to

the i r impact tube measurements our cal ibrat ing mixture has: T =0.15

us.atm.

When using the amplitude method even fhis larger value of T is
2 2 - 2 C .

small enough, because the determining factor is to T p << 1, which

remains true for the experimental frequencies and pressures.

For the phase-method, however, one must take this new result into

account. The measured quantity is <}> - ij> and for the one-step relax-

ation one may wri te:

t g ( i r / 2 — <f> — I T / 2 + <fi ) = — t g ( $ — $ ) =

C
ü) O , v
— TT- (T - T )
P C c

(24)o c o
1 + (-) (TT-) T TP CT c

For the two-step relaxation:

'2-<j>) -tgdr/2-

tg(7r/2-<j>c)
 (25)

To obtain tg(ir/2 - <j>) one uses the two-step formula, equation (12),

while the one-step formula, equation (9), may be used for tg(Tr/2-<J> ) .

Indeed for the mixture CH, - C2H, a l l V-V transfers are done through

small and very quick steps so that only the l a s t , V-T step has to be

taken into account.



TABLE I

Relaxation time of the (VA» ̂ O group, by the amplitude method

P (in Torr)

T (in
ys.atm.

20

1.63

20

1.66

16

1.61

15

1.62

15

1.63

15

1.61

14

1.64

12

1.59

12

1.66

12

1.69

77

log(Af)

l»-

P=15lorr

Figure 4 - Log(Af) versus Log £. Experimental points

and best fit theoretical curves for two

different pressures of CH^: P = 15 Torr

gives T • i.61 iis.atm. and P • 12 Torr

gives T " 1.59 ps.atm.
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All gases used contained therefore less than 2 ppm of hydrocarbons

other than CH,, the purity of CH, being >_ 99.9995/1 and that of the

noble gases as follows: He >. 99.995%, Ne >. 99.99%, Ar >. 99.995Z and

Kr >_ 99.95%.

4.2. Pure CĤ

a) Thev, mode - We obtained relaxation times mainly by the amplitude

method - see equation (8).

Figure 4 gives two typical curves of log Af versus log f for this

method.

Through the experimental points least-squares fits were drawn

according to equation (8). The lines presented correspond to 1.61

vis.atm for P = 15 Torr and to 1.59 ys.atm for P= 12 Torr. These relax-

ation times refer to the vibrational group including v, and v_.

The complete results are given in Table I. The measuremer were

performed at pressures between 20 Torr and 12 Torr. The 7.7y^and pass

f i l ter was used as well as the 5 y long wave pass f i l te r . The Bell

effect, which is the sound generated by chopped radiation hitting the

walls, however, had no influence on the results.

The average value and standard deviation are:

T (CH,)=1.63 + 0.03 us.atm

For the phase method equation (24) has been applied.

Figure 5 shows a plot of phase-lag versus the inverse of pressure

for two different chopping frequencies. The curves are least squares

best f i ts to the experimental points according to equation (24) with

T = 0.15 ys.atm and C /CT = 0.91.

Measurements done via this method gave an average result of x. (CH.)

1.67 +_ 0.15 ys.atm in agreement with the result via the amplitude

method although with a higher standard deviation.

b) They, mode - The different possible ways for deactivation of the v-

mode are so many, that one is forced to schematize the relaxation

paths. Referring to figure 2 such a schematization certainly is possi-

ble, leading to only three different ways.
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13

p"(torr->

Figure 5 - Phase-lag versus the inverse of pressure

for the relaxation of the (v^,v2) group.

The curve with u " 2i x 380 s~' gives

T - 1.68 us.acm. and the curve with

ID - 2n x 320 s~' gives T - 1.70 us.atm.
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f f

The first possibility, is a direct V -T transition, which can be

described by the two-state formulas (8) and (9). Applying this two-

state scheme to the experimental results obtained with the amplitude

method, a value of T = 1.41 ys.atm is found, i.e. a value smaller than

the value of 1.63 us.atm for the v,, v„ gr°up, which is extremely un-

likely .

The other two possibilities involve both V - T and V - V transitions.

Again referring to figure 2 the included levels could be divided into

two groups: the group 2v2> v. ,
 V
2
 + V 4 ' ^ V 4 ' a n d t h e SrouP v ? ' VA'

already discussed in the preceding section. Assuming now that V - V

transitions between the members of one group are very quick, as well

as transitions between the two groups, one may assign a vibrational

temperature T and a vibrational specific heat C to the whole system
m m

including both energy groups. One may decide from the measurements via

which group the v~ level decays to the ground state, as the amount of

translational energy involved in each process is quite different.

If the deexcitation path goes via the members of the upper group,

the v~ +v,, 2vy and 2v, levels are quickly populated and one again

could describe the relaxation by the one-step formulas - for negligible

y and x, , the two-step equations (11), (12) reduce to the one-st£p

equations (8), (9). The value obtained for x, in this way, should agree

with the one obtained for the v, excitation, but as already stated

this is not the case, so one is entitled to conclude that this path is

not possible. For example a decay v_ ->- 2v, •*• T has a value of y =

0.)4 which, although different from zero, is small compared to values

of y when relaxation goes via the lower group, ür.d indeed negligible

as far as equations (11) and (12) are concerned.

For the last possible way of deactivation - relaxation via the

v,, v? group - the three-step formula should be used. There are now

two possible approaches: considering that T is known the values of

'3m
can be calculated using a value of y = 0.57 or y = 0.49 for the

step to either v, or v~' The results of these calculations are tabula-

ted in Table I I , for measurements via the amplitude method.

. i
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TABLE II

T_ from equation (II) - V-V relaxation time in the deactivation of

the v_ mode - via v, and v-, as a function of p in pure CH,. Amplitude

method.

N. Pressure
y ^ \ in

and >v torr
decay \
type N .

0.57

0.49

V3"V4

v 3-v 2

30

0.5

0.3

20

0.6

0.4

16

0.4

0.0

15

0.7

0.5

15

0.4

0.0

14

0.7

0.5

12

0.4

0.2

12

0.3

0.0

12

0.7

0.5

12

0.5

0.3

10

0.3

0.0

10

0.6

0.4

8

0.3

0.0

Mean
value
of
T3m

0.5

0.2

Stand,
deviat

0.2

0.2

TABLE III

T~ , from equation (12), via v, and v~, as a function of frequency in

pure CH,. Phase method.

^\^^ frequency
y ^^\^^ in
and ^»v. cps
decay type ^«N.

0.57

0.49

V3" V4

V3^ V2

480

0.5

0.4

430

0.4

0.3

430

0.4

0.2

430

0.5

0.3

430

0.4

0.3

380

0.5

0.4

380

0.8

0.7

380

0.5

0.4

Mean
value
of

3m

0.5

0.4

Standard
Deviation

0.1

0.1
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When using the phase method the measured quantity is (4> ~ <t> )• For

the two-step relaxation tg(ij) - $ ) is given by equation (25) with

tg(ir/2 - 4>) of equation (12) and tg(u/2 - $c) of equation (9). For

negligible y and x., one can use the one-step equation (8) which gives

x =1.37 ps.atm., again a value smaller than x. = 1.62 us.atm.
mo &o

Following the same reasoning as for the amplitude method one gets the

values of T« which are given in Table III.

Tables II and III show that the deactivation scheme goes via the

v, ,v„ group with a V - V relaxation time x~ » 0.4 ys.atm.

4.3. CH.-rare gas mixtures

a) Lowest mode - For mixtures of methane with atoms CH -X, the relax-

ation time is given by:

1 x . I -x
x(raixt) T ( C H 4 ) T ( C H 4 - X )

(26)

where x is the mole fraction of CH, and x(CH, -X) is the relaxation time

of CH, by collisions with X.

For these mixtures only the amplitude method was used.

In figures 6, 7, 8 and 9 one can see plots of x (mixt) versus x for

He, Ne, Ar and Kr, respectively. From these plots one gets straight

lines, by a least-squares fitting to equation (26), such that the inter-

section with x = 0 gives x(CH, - X ) . Points drawn in the figures are

extreme values. For each concentration at least three measurements were

performed at different pressures.

Table IV gives a summary of our results for the relaxation times of

the v, ,v~ group, x (CH, - X), together with the most recent results of

other authors.

b) The v« mode - When exciting the asymmetric stretching mode of CH,

in mixtures with atoms, one can obtain relaxation times for each CH,

contentration by means of equation (!1), with



t/T (Mixt)

0.7-

0.5-

0.3-

0 1 -

CHt* H* 77M

—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—i—
0.1 0.5 100

"Mole fraction of CH«
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T (Figure 6 - T (mixt) versus mole fraction of C.H, for

CH^ - He mixtures. J The measured points

lie in between the stars.

1/T<Mi»0

0.7—

0.5 -

0.3-

0 . 1 -

- Mote fraction of CH4

Figure 7 - t (mixt) versus mole fraction of CH, for

- Ne mixtures. | see fig. 6.
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TABLE IV

Relaxation times of the (v^.v,,) group of CH^-X,

at room temperature

Gas
or

Mixture

CH. - CH.
4 4

CH4 - He

CH4 - Ne

CH4 - Ar

CH4 - Kr

Method

1.

1.

8.

12.

SS

This work

63 H

97 H

6 H

1 H

60

h 0.1 a )

h 0.1 b )

-2 b>

•4 b )

c)

Spectrophone

1

3

19

P3

T*o ( (

Ref.

65 +

2 +

+

50

======

Impact

:H4 - x)

17

0.02

0.1

1

=======

tube

in ps.atm.

Ref. 18, 19

1.56 + 0.01

-

11.2

16.6

19.9

Ultrasounds

1

2

11

20

29

Ref

9 +_

3 +

+

4

0.1

0.2

1

2

+_ 3

Fluorescence

a)

b)

This value and the standard deviation refer to measurements done

using both experimental methods.

Maximum possible error about the fitted straight line (see fig. 6,

7, and 8).

C' It is impossible to evaluate an error in this region of x (mixt)

(see figure 9).

1/T(Mixt)

0.7-

0.5-

03-

0.1-

0.1

CH4+Ar 7.7ft

0.5 1.00

"Mole friction of CH4

Figure 8 - T (mixt) versus mole fraction of CH, for
CH^-Ar mixtures. J see fig. 6.
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xf3m(CH4 - CH4)y(CH4) * (1 - x)f (CH4 - x)y(CH^ - x)

and

C (mixt) x C (CH,) + (I-x) C(X)
_o _ o 4
CT(mixt) " x CT(CH4) + (1 -x) C(X)

where f~ (CH4 - C1L) is the number of transitions v„ -> v per second per

molecule due to CH. - CH, collisions, while f, {CO., - X) refers to CIL - X

collisions; y(CH, - CH,) and y(CH4~X) - see equation (13) - indicate

to which state the deexcitation of v~ takes place due to CH4 - CH, or to

CH, - X collisions, respectively; C(X) is the specific heat of the rare

gas, X.

Following the same approach as for pure CH, and considering a de-

excitation way for which the one-step relaxation equation can be used

- negligible y and T~ - one obtains values of x(mixt) for several

pressures of each concentration. With these values straight lines,

similar to those of figures 6 to 9, can be drawn. From these plots the

following results are obtained:

T(CH4~He)= 1-76 +_ 0.1 ys.atm. T(CH4 -Ne) = 10.5 +_ 2 us.atm.

-r(CH4-Ar) = 18 j * 6 ps.atm. T(CH4~Kr)~70 ys.atm.

Compared with the results of Table IV, obtained by exciting the ben-

ding mode, one can see that for Ne, Ar and Kr a deexcitation via the

upper group (2v2>v.,
 V 2 + V 4 ' ^V4^ ̂ s Poss^le. In that case, however,

the V-V relaxation times can not be neglected. On the other hand, for

He one has, like for pure CH4, that a deexcitation via the upper group is

not possible.

So, also in collisions with noble gas atoms a two-step relaxation

must be considered. In the case of He the two-step relaxation is only

possible via the lower group (v4,v_), while for the heavier noble gas

atoms also deactivation via the upper group is to be considered.

In the same way as for pure CH,, the main relaxation times for V-V

transitions are calculated for different intermediate steps. The results

of these calculations are presented in Table V. The first tvo rows are

connected with relaxation via the lower V4,v2 group, the other two rows

with the upper group.
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TABLE V

Mean values of V-V relaxation times for CH.-rare gas collisions,

evaluated for the measurements with lower CH, concentration.

x . Noble
y ^ v gas
and ^ s .
decay types .

0.57

0.49

0.14

0.07

V3 - V4
V 3 ^ V2

v3* 2v4

WV4

He

1.0 + 0.2

0.8 +_ 0.2

-

Ne

4.1 + 0.9

3.5 ^ 1.1

1.5 + 1.7

1.6 +_ 1.9

Ar

6.5 +_ 0.4

6.0 ^ 0.4

4.4 +_ 0.7

4.3 + 0.7

Kr

4.7 + 0.4

3.0 ^ 0.6

•

0.1 -

too
-*-Mol« friction of CH4

-I.
Figure 9 - x (inixt) versus mole fraction of CH, for

CH4-Kr mixtures. J see fig. 6.
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5. DISCUSSION

a) The v, mode

Our relaxation time results for the v, ,v„ group of CH, and CH,-noble

gas mixtures are summarized in Table IV together with the results of

other authors. Reasonable agreement is found between our relaxation

times and those obtained by means of the ultrasound method and the

fluorescence method, except for the CH,-Kr mixture. One should bear in

mind, however, that the higher x(CH, -X) is compared with T ( C H , - C H , ) ,

the less accurately the relaxation time for methane-rare gas atom

collisions can be determined - see formula (26). The determination by

means of the impact tutbe method seems to give values too high for CH,-

rare gas mixtures.

In order to compare the experimental results with the theoretical

calculations it is better to use probabilities. The relaxation times

are very nearly related to the energy transfer probabilities as follows

[25], C2]: _ _ hv

^o^'^^^-kT2»"1 ( 2 9 )

P is the probability of energy transfer from vibrational state i to
x.0

the ground state and Z is the collision frequency

where r is the distance of closest approach; the values of r used in

the calculations were those of ref. [20],

From the relaxation times tabulated in Table IV and corresponding

to the v,,v2 group one obtains then the following experimental probabi-

lities of energy transfer from this group:

Êlo(CHA-He) = 4.6 x 10~
5,

P. (CH. -CH.) =6.0 x 10~5,
lO 4 4 _r

Pao(CH4-Ne) = 1.6 x 10
 3,

f£o(CH4-Ar) = 1.1 x IO~
5 and

P^o(CH4-Kr) = 2.0 x 10~
6.

Considering the results of the calculations done in Section 3.b) to

obtain the probabilities of energy transfer from the \>. mode alone one

has to multiply the above probabilities by a factor of approximately 1.2.
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Both sets of experimental probabilities are plotted in figure 10 as

a function of \i .

The theoretical probabilities, on the other hand, can be derived from

two different models:

For the V - T model the probability of energy transfer from vibra-

tional state i to vibrational state j is, according to the S.S.H.-

theory [21]:

which can be approximately solved in such a way that the V - T probabi-

lity depends on the reduced mass, u, and on the parameter for an ex-

ponential, a, as follows:

O2)
i J a" - aTcT I

2 3 - 1 •

A(M) is a mass factor, in this case equal to 5.67 x 10 g , e is the !

depth of the intennolecular potential well, v and u are the relative •

velocities before and after collision, Z is a steric factor to account

for non-collinear collisions and v • v. -v.. '•:

Using the V-T model with T = 298 K, Z = 1/3 [21] and for the values of
V — T •

e/K from reference [20] the computed values of P,« , from equation (31)
are drawn in figure 10, for several values of a, and as a function of
1/3

w
For the V-R-T model energy transfer from vibration is more proba-

bly occurring to rotation than to translation and R-T transitions are

very quick as compared to V -1» transitions. A simple V-R theory [22]

allows calculation of the probability of energy transfer. :
V - R _ 7 ,2v\l 1 21 R / R\l/6 >

• ^ u o J m ^ m i w f l

ad
f) 1

3 R 1/3 0• exp [ - Y ("Y") +
 2T 3 (33)

where:

ü k
!ü 0 = lÈJL^
k UR 2. ,2

a kd
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TABLE VI

The exponential factor, a, in A , for CH, collisions

!

V- T

model

V-R-T

model

Molecular

beams

Transport

properties

CH4

5.1

4.0

5.6 [23]

5.1 [21]

He

3.3

4.2

4.0 [23]

-

Ne

5.0

3.8

-

-

Ar

6.3

3.6

3.1 [24]

-

Kr

6.6

3.1

-

-

10'

Figure 10 - Experimental probabilities, P(CH, - X ) , versus v • :

B energy transfer from the ^ A » ^ B^oup; O energy

transfer from the , mode, according to approximate

formula (22). Lines represent theoretical calcula-
V 1

tions of
V—T

for several values of o (in
1).
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I is the moment of inertia, d the distance from the peripheral atom to

the axis of rotation, m the mass of the peripheral atom and m the mass
a.

of the vibrating molecule.
V-R

Using the V - R - T model there is no dependence of ?,Q on mass.

The values of a which can explain the experimental probabilities

- corresponding to energy transfer from the \),,Vy group - are presented

in the upper rows of Table VI for both models. Z = 1/3 was used for the

V - T model (see also figure 10) and Z Q = 1/5 [22] for the V - R - T model

(except for CH, - CH, collisions where Z =2/5 to account for rotational

energy of both collision partners). The last two rows of table VI show

values of a from other types of experiments. Molecular beam values [23],
-A

[24] were obtained by matching the given r potential to an exponential

one, in the indicated range of r.

It seems possible to conclude that V - T transfer is unable to explain

the experimental results. From molecular beam experiments [23], ["->]

as well as from Herzfeld's calculations [21], a is expected to decrease

with increasing mass of the noble gas collision partner. The V - T model,

however, together with our experimental results, leads to an a dependen-

ce on p which is in the wrong direction, to an a(CH, -He) which is too

low and to an a(CH,-Ar) which is too high.

By applying V - R calculations to our results one is able to predict

the right dependence of a on y f.nd to obtain good agreement with mole-

cular-beam results for CH, -He.

If the theoretical predictions of the two-step treatment are correct

the relaxation time of the v, mode, T,Q would be around 1.2 times

smaller than the relaxation of the v-.v^ group, T , which has been

considered throuout this paper. This means that the probability of

energy transfer from the v, mode is larger than that from the v,,v„

group - for example P,0(CH,-CH,) w 7 x 10~ instead of P =

6.0 x 10 . It also means that the set of values of a one obtains from

the experimental probabilities, P,Q, are smaller than those considered

in Table VI and obtained from P - for instance a(CH,-CH.) from the V-T

model, 5.2 A instead of 5.1 S . Anyhow, a shorter relaxation time

as well as smaller values of a are to be expected when considering

the v, mode alone.
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6) The v, mode

As was discussed in Section 4, the experimental results on the

relaxation of the v, mode, in pure methane and methane-helium mixtures,

only can be explained if a two-step mechanism is assumed, the first

step being from v, to the v.v» group and the second one a V-T relax-

ation. This is somewhat surprising, as V-V transitions to 2v2»v.,

\>2 + v, and 2v, all are almost resonant and one would expect these to

take place very fast. For mixtures with other noble gases all deacti-

vation schemes seemed a priori possible. However, from computed results

on the basis of eq. (11) - see Table V - one concludes that also for

methane-krypton collisions the deactivation from v. to the upper group

is not poasibrlE, white for neon and argöri mixtures no definitive choice

can be made.

From Table V it is also clear that all results are consistent with

our proposed mechanism.

The experimental results of Cottrell [2] and those of Yardley and '

Moore [3] for CH, - CH, collisions soam to contradict our experimental

results.

Cottrell could not distinguish, with the spectrophone phase method,

between the measured relaxation times after excitation of v, or of v~,

This was due to the fact that measurements could not be done below

30 torr.

Yardley and Moore [3] using a laser to excite the v_ vibration

measured relaxation tiniss for V - V energy transfer which are of the

order of some ns. From these measurements they conclude that the

relaxation scheme goes via very quick V-V transfer to the higher

group. It does not seem possible to reconcile their and our conclusions.

From our measurements it is clear that even if T, , in CH,, is negli- ','.

gible the de-excitation of v., goes via the lower v..^- group. Indeed t.'

for T , * 0 equation (11) leads to a value of y • 0.44,"which is close •

to the value for the lower group. i

Ï'
i.
t
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A . P P E N D I X

The energy conservation equations, for a two-step relaxat

type hv~ •*• nhv- -> translation, are:

ion of the

d T
m

m~3t

dT
n O

"o dt
Cof. (I,3 3m 3 T)m Cf (T -T )m mo m o

where T-, T and T are, respectively, the temperatures which character-

ize the vibrational states v-, v and the ground state; the infra-red

radiation is of the form H = H +H'exp(iait); fo and f are the colli-
jm mo

sion frequencies for energy transfer from vibrational state 3 to state

m and from m to zero, respectively; C is the heat capacity of transla-

tion plus rotation, C3 and Cm the vibrational heat capacities of states

3 and m, respectively; x « vn/vo» y = 1 - x.

These equations neglect the spontaneous radiational emission from

state 3 as well as transfer of energy to the environment.
With s « C /C , z = C-/C and assuming solutions of the form T =m o j m a o

T? + T! exp(iut) (j - 3, m, o) we get

T..JL»
o C itü d

with

n " f3m(fmo

and

d - V + io) Cf3n(l fmo< 1 + s ) ] + fmof3m(l + s + s z )

93 I : • : !

with z « 1 one gets equations (11) and (12) with CL, « C +C .

r.
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A P P E N D I X I I

THE CHOICE OF A CALIBRATION GAS FOR CH4 SPECTROPHONE MEASUREMENTS.
NH3 OR A SMALL AMOUNT OF C2Hfi IN CH4

When measuring relaxation times applying the spectrophone, one needs a calibration gas, either to correct for the
frequency response of the gas cell in the amplitude-frequency method, or to distinguish the phase-shift due to the
relaxation from the other phase lags in the phase method. It is the object of this letter to show that the choice of
NH3 as a calibration gas for CH4 measurements leads to erroneous.results, and that it is preferable to use a small
amount of C2H6 in CH4.

We have measured, with a spectrophone, the vibra-
tional relaxation times of CH4 and CH4-Ar mixtures
as part of a study on methane, methane isotopes and
methane-noble gas mixtures. The experimental ar-
rangement has already been described in a former
publication [1] and the amplitude—frequency res-
ponse method was again used.

Jn order to correct the CH4 measurements for the
non-constant frequency response of the gas cell we
used a mixture of CH4 with 6% C2H6 , instead of
NH3 which was used before [ 2 ] . Both calibration
gases have an acoustical behaviour similar to me-
thane: (y/M)m = 0.295 for NH3 and 0.278 for CH4

+ 6% C2H6 while for CH4 it is 0.286. y is the ratio of
specific heats and M is the molecular weight. The heat
conduction of the mixture with ethane is in even bet-
ter agreement with methane than the heat conduction
of ammonia. In mixtures of CH4-heavier noble gas,
the percentage of C2H6 can still be higher without
any considerable change in (7/M)"2 .

The reason for preferring a trace of ethane in me-
thane instead of ammonia as a calibration gas, is that
we found NH3 to have a non-negligible relaxation
time of all modes except the mode with lowest ener-

gy, while C2H6 is very effective in the deactivation of
CH4 [3] : we could prove that 6% of C2H6 in CH4

indeed gives a non-measurable relaxation time.
Measurements on pure NH3 were performed using:

a 7 (x blocking filter to exsite the v2 mode of NH3

(see fig. 1 for all energy levels of NH3 and CH4), a 5 n
blocking filter for both c 2 and P 4 and a 2.8 + 0.311
band-pass filter to excite vl and e3. Using the mixture
of CH4 with 6% C2Hg as calibration gas, we found the
relaxation times, computed from the experimental
points, presented in table 1.

These relaxation times are so small that they are
just at the limit of the measuring range of a spectro-
phone. A large uncertainty is involved in the results
and they are not to be taken as exact figures but just
as a proof that although the relaxation time of the
lower energy mode is negligible in comparison with
CH4 relaxation times, this is not the case for the
higher modes.

The result r^H 3 (c 2 ) = 0 means that no relaxation
can be observed with a spectrophone. It is in good
agreement with the ultrasonic absorption and disper-
sion measurements which give T N H (J>2) < 10~2jusec.
When measuring with the S u blocking filter we excite
the v2 and the vA modes of NH3 , but what we meas-
ure is the relaxation time corresponding to i>4, due to
the stronger absorption of this band. Agreement is

: S f
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Table 1
Relaxation times of NH3

Pressure in torr

12-15
12-15
12-15

Mean r in jisec at 1 atrn

0.7 (0.8,0.7,0.6,0.7)
0.5 (0.4,0.5,0.6)
0.0 (0.0,0.0,0.0)

is found with Cottrell [2] in the fact that r N H (
is of the same order of magnitude, probably larger
than r N H J)>2,VA)\ this was theoretically to be expect-
ed from the near resonance involved (see fig. 1), which
makes the process: (y\,v£ -*• ( J ^ ) •+ translation quite
probable, with a quick vibration—vibration transfer.

What we would like to stress is that, when using
the NH3 results obtained with the 2.8 fi band-pass fil-
ter and with the 5 /i blocking fitter to correct the CH4
results of the c 3 and P 4 modes respectively, an error
is made which can be avoided by using another cali-
bration gas. As an example for the magnitude of the
errors made, we present in table 2 experimental results
for pure CH^, when corrected with NH3 and with
CH4 + 6% C2H6 . The P3 and v4 modes were excited
by using a 3.3 ± 0.3 ju band-pass filter and a 7 p block-
ing filter respectively.

The result, 1.63 jisec at 1 atm, agrees with values

obtained by other authors [ 4 ] . Also for the f 3 mode
of CH4 the results obtained with NH3 as a calibration
gas are lower than those found with C2H6 . If the re-
sults are analysed as a one step relaxation we find 1.1
and 1.3 ftsec at 1 atm, respectively. Although the real
process is more complicated these numbers also indi-

Table 2
Relaxation times of the v4 mode of CH4 using as a calibration

gas: CH4 + 6% C2H6 (a) and NH3 (b)

Pressure in torr

20
15
12

Mtanr

r(t>4) in UXQ it

(a)

1.62
1.63
1.64
1.63

latm

(b)

1.40
1.44
1.45
1.43
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cate clearly that'NH3 is not a good calibration gas for
CH4.
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C H A P T E R V

VIBRATIONAL RELAXATION IN CD,

AND CD.-RARE GAS MIXTURES

ABSTRACT

Using the optic-aaoustic effect, measurements of the relaxation time

were made after exciting the v. mode of CD.. This was done for pure CD4
and for mixtures of CD. with He3 Ne, Ar and Kr3 the results being

3.9 +_0.23 1.8 +_ 0.2, 18 +_2, 70 +_ IS and > 100 vs at 1 atm, respect-

ively. From the relaxation time dependence on mass as well as from a

comparison between results for CH. and CD. it is concluded that energy

transfer takes place via a vibration-rotation-translation (V-R-T)

mechccnvsm.

Experiments were also conducted to study the most probable deexcita-

tion path from the higher energy mode, v_, to translation. This was done

for CD.-CD. as well as for CD .-atom collisions. For pure CD. deexcita-

tion occurs via the lower energy group (v,^ vJ3 while for CD4 mixtures

it may also occur via the higher energy group (vj, 2v„, v„ + v., 2v J.

1. INTRODUCTION

The measurements described in chapter IV did not allow a very defini-

te conclusion about the importance of the V-T relaxation. Replacing H

by D changes the frequencies of the normal modes; besides this,for V-T

relaxation,only the change in reduced mass for the binary encounters is

important while,for V--R-T transfer, the moment of inertia is the impor-

tant quantity. Therefore a comparison between CH, and CD, might lead to

a definite conclusion about the participation of these energy transfer

mechanisms in the relaxation.

The optic-acoustic effect: was already described in a previous paper

[1] as well as in other chapters of this work. Therefore we only give

here a very short description of the method.

A gas enclosed in a cell - the spectrophone - is irradiated by

chopped infra-red light. The gas molecules may absorb the quanta of this
$ • .
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Figure 1 - The vibrationnl levals of CD^ below 3300 cm and the trans-

mission curves of the filters used.

* means infrared active mode.

i
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radiation as vibrational energy. The molecular energy will then be re-

adjusted to a new equilibrium, mainly through collisions. The light sig-

nal will therefore give rise to a pulsed increase in translational

energy, i.e. in temperature; in a constant volume this means a sound is

obtained.

Both the phase lag, between sound and light signals, and the ampli-

tude of the sound wave are related to the vibrational relaxation time

of the gas being studied. To use the first effect (phase method) one

must observe the phase dependence on pressure, for a given chopping fre-

quency. We used here the amplitude method, measuring the sound amplitude

as a function of frequency, at constant pressure.

CD, relaxation times were obtained by some authors: Cottrell and

Matheson [2] used an ultrasonic technique and found 3.9 us as the re-

laxation at 1 atm; Gravitt [3] got 4.67 us atm with an Angona tube,

while Schnauss [4] found a relaxation time reduced to one atmosphere

of 3.6 ys.

No investigation of the deexcitation of the v, mode of CD, was done

before and there are also no former results of CD, relaxation by CD,-

atom collisions, either from the v, or the v. modes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND PROCEDURE

The experimental set-up was already described in Chapter IV - see

fig. 1 of Chapter IV.

The main improvements consisted in a better vacuum system and speci-

ally in the use of a 36 aperture disc to be turned by the P.A.R. chopper.

With this disc the frequency range was extended up to 2700 cps with the

same stability (better than 0.5% per hour).

The triply degenerated infra-red active modes of CD, are: a bending
-1

mode with vibrational frequency v, • 996 cm [5], [6] avid an asymme-
-1 '

trie stretching at v, » 2259 cm [5]; the filters used to isolate those

modes were a band pass filter centered at 9.9 u with a maximum transmis-

sivity of 72% and a band width at half peak height of 3.3 u and a. band

pass filter with a maximum transmissivity of 62% at 4.4 \x and a band

width at half peak height of 1.2 \i. Besides these infra-red active modes

there is also a doubly degenerated mode v« - 1092 cm" [6] and a symmetrie

stretching mode v. * 2109 cm [53 (see figure 1).

i
1 -
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Only the amplitude method was used. It was Shown in Chapter IV that

both the phase and the amplitude method give the same result, with a

smaller standard deviation in the last case. Besides, the amplitude

method uses smaller gas quantities, which becomes important with the

use of isotopes.

All gases used contained less than 10 p.p.m. of hydrocarbons other

than CH^.the purity being >. 99% for CD^, >. 99.995% for He, >_ 99.99% for

Ne, >_ 99.995% for Ar and >. 99.95% for Kr.

As a calibrating gas 7 to 8% of CjD, was added to the gas being

studied. There are no values available for the relaxation time of CD,

in collisions with C2D,. In order to test if this relaxation time may

be considered negligible with a spectrophone we compared this calibra-

ting mixture with another with 15% C2D, for both absorbing bands. This

was done for pure CD, and for CD,-Ne and CD,-Kr mixtures. From the fact

that both calibrating mixtures gave the same result (see § 4) we con-

cluded that (as in the case of CH, with CM/) the relaxation time, ?c>

of both CD, and CD,-atom mixtures with 7% C-D,, was such that
2 2 —2

ID T p « 1 (see equation (!))• That means that, for the amplitude me-

thod, T (for 7% C„D6 added to the mixture) may be considered negligible.

This was to be expected from the similarity with the CH.-CjH, case and

from the study of the vibrational modes of CJD,: The probability of V-V

transfer from the v, mode of CD, to the v~ * 2236 cm mode of C2D, and

from the v, mode of CD, to the v, » 1072 cm mode of C2D, must be quite

high.

There is however a difficulty in calibrating the CD,-He mixtures by

adding 7% CoDt: the frequency response of the gas cell depends onI
( Y / M ) 2 (see equation (1) of Chapter II; y • 1 + R/C) and for larger
percentages of He even a small amount of C0D, makes quite a change in

4the mass of the mixture. As an example: for 25% CD, + 75% He (y/M)2 *

• 0.473 while for 8% C2D6 + 23% CD^ + 69% He (Y/M)Ï - 0.413. To circum-

vent this problem in connecting the CD,-He mixtures we compensated for

this by shifting the frequency.
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3. RELAXATION IN CD̂ .

For CD, like for CH, one may consider the energy group including the

v, and the v~ nodes as a 'level' and apply the equations for the two-

state model - (7), (8) and (9) of Chapter IV - to the energy transfer

between this lower energy group and the ground state.

If however one wants to be more precise about what happens when ex-

citing the v, mode by infra-red radiation, one must use a three-state

model with very quick V-V energy transfer taking place between v, and

V
V4*=Sv2

\ /

translation

In this case one should apply the equations (22) and (19) of section IV,
3.3. For CD, this leads to:

°'87 (1)

as v4/v2 = 0.91, C2/C4 = 0.505, C4/CQ = 0.198, f2,/f40 - 0.42.

The vibrational specific heats were calculated using the Einstein for-

mula, C was taken to be the same as for CH, and fon w a sC was taken to be the same as for CH,

with the help of equation (31) for the probability of energy transfer

from Chapter I I I .

When exciting the Vg mode one must always consider a three-state mo-

del with a two-step relaxation of the type: v , •*• nv ->• translat ion. Such

a model was already considered in IV, 3.2. and in the Appendix I of

Chapter IV. For CD4 equation (11) from IV, 3.2. will be applied as again

we have C /̂C << i and C . » C + C .

4. RESULTS

a) v, excitation

Using the amplitude method, we measured the sound amplitude as a func-

tion of frequency for a given pressure and applied equation (8) of Chap-

ter IV. By a least square fitting the relaxation time of the (v4, v~)

energy group was obtained. For pure CD, (out of eight measurements done

at different pressures between 50 and 26 torr) we got a mean relaxation

r
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0.3-

0.1-

1.0

Mole fraction cf C04

Figure 2 - T (mixt) vsrsus mole fraction of O>4 for CD4-Ho mixtures.
£ » value and Standard deviation; J extreme values Cthe mea-
sured values l ie in between the stars) .

Mole fraction of CD.

Figure 3 - T (mixt) versus mole fraction of CD. for CD,-He mixtures.

I extreme values.
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time reduced to one atmosphere of

T (CD, - CD,) = 3.87 + 0.20 ys

To test if the relaxation time for the calibrating mixture of 7%

C2D, in CD, is short enough we calibrated at 30 torr with three diffe-

rent concentrations of C2D, in CD,: 7%, 10% and 15%. We got for the CD^

relaxation time reduced to 1 atm the values of T = 3.93, 3.91 and
J6O

3.75 ps respectively, which proves, that the 3% calibrating mixture is

already satifactory.

For CD, collisions with atoms X we used the equation:

1 1 -x
x(mixt)

(2)

where x is the mole fraction of CD,, T(mixt) refers to the relaxation

time of the mixture x CD, + (l-x)X and T(CD,-X) is the relaxation time

of CD, by collisions with X.
* _ j

In figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 one can see plots of t (mixt) versus x for

mixtures of CD, with He, Ne, Ar and Kr, respectively. For each concen-

tration several pressures were studied. The points drawn correspond to

extreme values of the measured relaxation times except for CH,-He

where the mean value and standard deviation of the results obtained at

each concentration are represented.

The values for x = 0, obtained by a least-squares fitting to equa-

tion (2) are presented in Table I.

TABLE I

Relaxation times of the v,, V2 group of CD, at 1 atm.

X

V ( CVX>
in us

CD4

3.9

+ 0.2

He

1.8

+. 0.2

Ne

18

± 2

Ar

70

± 15

Kr

_> 100

For some measurements on CD,-Ne and CD,-Kr a calibrating mixture

with 15% CQ^6 v a s a^ s o use<^ besides the 7% CjD,, an<* a8a*-n ifc w a s con-

cluded that a trace of 7% CLDg in CD,-Kr is enough to shorten the relax-

ation time to a negligible value.
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I -v !

0.5 1.0

Mole fraction of CD.

Figure 4 - T (mixt) versus mole fraction of CD^ for CD^-Ar mixtures.

I extreme values.

1.0

Mole fraction of CD,

I •

Figure 5 - T (mixt) versus mole fraction of CD. for CD, -Kr mixtures.

1
extreme values. I
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b) The v- excitation

We measured the amplitude, A, as a function of frequency w, after

exciting the asymmetric stretching mode of CD,, with pure CD̂  and with

mixtures of CD, with He, Ne, Ar and Kr.

One may consider the deexcitation of v- to take place either direct-

ly to translat ion, or by a two-step mechanism in which the f i r s t step

is a V-V energy transfer. In this las t case one may distinguish between

a V-V transfer to the higher energy group including Vj, 2v~, 2v, and

\>2 + v, levels or to the lower energy group (v2» v^). Because of very

quick V-V transfer between a l l the vibrational levels , except the v-

level, the system including both energy groups should be described by

one vibrational temperature, T , and one specific heat, C . Therefore

in the calculations C is always the sum of the specific heats for a l l

modes but \u.

If deexcitation of v, would, quite improbably, take place through a

one-step mechanism, equation (8) of Chapter IV would apply. In this case

the experimental sound amplitudes in pure CD, as a function of frequen-

cy would give a value of T ,„ = 2.75 jf 0.16 us atm, which is smaller than

the value obtained for the relaxation time of the (v, , V2) group. For

CD,-rare gas mixtures we also determined from plots similar to those

of figures 2, 3, 4 and 5 that TogCCD -̂X) < T^ (CD -̂X) where I refers to

the lower energy group. This leads us to disregard this possibi l i ty of

direct v~ deexcitation.

With the help of equation (11) from Chapter IV one may determine the

V-V relaxation tine from v , to the intermediate s ta te m, T- for each

set of possible values of y, s and z: For v- deexcitation via the higher

energy group y • 0.04, s * 0.314 (for pure CD,) and z * 0, while for

deexcitation via the lower group y « 0.52, s~ * 0.297 (for pure CD,)

and z w 0. For 5% CD, mixture with 95% rare gas, for example, s *

Q.587 and Q.555 for higher and lower group respectively. In Table I I

the V-V relaxation times are presented for both cases and in pure CD.,

and in mixtures of lower concentration of CD, in He, Ne, Ar and Kr.
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Figure 6 - Experimental energy transfer probabilities for CD^ colli-

sions with different gases versus \i .

• - l'40(CD4-X) refers to the v4 mode; O -'p^CD^-X)

refers to the energy group (v2» v^). Lines represent S.S.H.

calculations for several values of a (in 8T )•

1' .
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TABLE II

Mean values of T , in pure CD, and in lower CD,

concentrations on He, Ne, Ar and Kr

T, (CD,-X) in ps atm

y N ^ Gas

and ^ ~ ^ \ ^

decay type ^^s.

0.52

0.04

v 3 •+ ( v 2 , vA )

v- -»• higher

energy group

CD4

1.6+^0.3

-

15% CD^

in

He

1.9+.1.0

1.7+1.0

5% CD4

in

Ne

7.2jr 1.4

4 . 5 + _ 1 . 7

5% CD4

in

Ar

21.9+J.6

12.6+2.4

10% CD4

in

Kr

25.8+^2. 1

!6.5_+2.8

5. DISCUSSION

a) The v, excitation

From the results of Table I , using (1), the experimental relaxation

times from the v^ mode of CD, at one atm, are: T,Q(CD 4 -CD,) = 3.1 us,

T4Q(CD4-He) » 1.4 ps, x40(CD4-Ne) - 14 ps, T4(J(CD4-Ar) » 55 ps and

T4Q(CD4-Kr) ~ 80 ps.

The probability of energy transfer for a two-state model is related

to the relaxation time by (sec chapter I , eq. (17)):

i . -hv,

'40 Z n
[ 1 - exp

4.-1 (3)

where k is the Boltzmann constant, h the Planck constant, T the tempera-

ture and Z the collision frequency which can be calculated with

(4)

p is the pressure, r the distance of closest approach and u the reduced

mass of the collision. The experimental values of P/n obtained in this
1/3way are plotted in figure 6 as a function of u .

At this point we observed in CĤ  a certain ambiguity; namely whether

the data should be explained fay a pure V-R-T process.
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As discussed in Sections 4 and 5 of Chapter IV a V-T energy transfer

for an exponential intemnolecular potential, V(r) ~ exp(-otr), the S.S.H.

theory leads to a dependence of P,Q on a and on the reduced mass n given

by

V-T
A ( M ) kT

v exp[-
a(v

-] (5)

where Z is a steric factor which was taken to be 1/3 [9], A(M) is a
° 23 -1

mass factor in this case equal to 2.744 x 10 g , e is the depth of the

potential well, a is the parameter of the exponential intemolecular

potential, v and u are the relative velocities before and after colli-

sion. To calculate for each value of a» this V-T theoretical probability

we further used T - 298 K and the values of e/k and r given in referen-

ce [6] for CH,.

On the other hand V-R-T energy transfer, using a simple model [10]

is given by:

40 'VT)!
m-"B d

lf
2 0 2('T

9,
2T] (6)

where we find no dependence on p. nig is the mass of the peripheral atom,

m the mass of the vibrating molecule, I the moment of inertia of the

rotating molecule, d the distance of the peripheral atom to the axis of

rotation,

hv.
0 and 0R

Z was taken to be 1/5 except for CD. - CD, collisions where we took

2/5 (see Chapter IV, §5).

In figure 6 the theoretical dependence of P,Q on u for a V-T transfer

is given for several values of a. For V-R-T relaxation the theoretical

curves, for each value of a, would be straight lines parallel to the

u axis.

From equations (5) and (6) we can determine values for the steepness

parameter a if V-T transfer is dominant or in the other extreme case if

V-R-T transfer is the prevalent deactivation path way. These values are

given in Table III together with our values for CH. and the ones obtained

from molecular beam measurements.

I 'r-
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TABLE III

in XThe exponential factor, a, in X , for CD, and CH, collisions

Collision

partner

V-T model for

CD4

V-R-T model

for CD^

V-T model for

CH4

V-R-T model

for CH4

Molecular

beams

for CH4

He

2.8

4.6

3.3

4.2

4.0

Ne

4.4

3.8

5.0

3.8

-

Ar

5.7

3.4

6.3

3.6

3.1

Kr

7.7

3.3

6.6

3.1

-

CD4

5.1

4.0

-

-

-

CH4

-

-

5.1

4.0

5.6

it'
to
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Two conclusions may be drawn. In the first place the agreement be-

tween the values for a for CH, and CD, is quite good in the case of

V-R-T relaxation, in fact much better than in the case of V-T relaxa-

tion. Secondly, like ip the case of CH,, the downward trend for a, as

a function of u, as determined by molecular beam measurements, is

found if V-R-T transfer is assumed, contrary to the case of V-T. This

confirms our earlier conclusions that V-R-T transfer is the dominant

relaxation mechanism in CH,-noble gas mixtures.

Concerning pure CH, and CD, we confirmed the results of other

authors [2], [3], [4] that t(CD4) > T(CH,) which also clearly indicate

a V-R-T mechanism [10] - see II.2.3.

b) The v~ excitation

The experimental results, after exciting the asymmetric stretching

mode, can only be explained if one assumes a two-step relaxation. As

was already stated the assumption of an one-step mechanism would lead

to the conclusion that the relaxation time from the v« mods directly

to translation was shorter than the relaxation time from the lower ener-

gy group (Vj, V4), T,Q < Tj, , which is most unlikely.

Therefore we used equation (11) of Chapter IV and considered two pos-

sibilities in the relaxation processes: 1) v, •*• (v,, 2\>2, v~ + \>,, 2V.)

-»• T, i.e., v, relaxing to translation through a V-V step to a higher

energy group consisting of levels Vj, 2v»> v? + V A an<* 2v,; 2) v, •*•

(v,» v j •*• T, the intermediate V-V step being an energy transfer to the

lower energy group (v2, Vi).

A computer program was used for equation (11) of Chapter IV with the

y, s and z values corresponding to each energy group and with T ob-

tained by v^ excitation at each concentration considered.

Table II presents the mean V-V relaxation times for pure CD^ and

for CD, - X mixtures at lower CD, concentrations: 15% in He, 5% and 10%

in Ne, 5% in Ar and 10% in Kr.

For pure CD, there is no possible value of T3 which can explain the

experimental results for V-V transfer to the higher energy group. There-

fore we must conclude that, like for CH,, the deactivation of v3 pro-

ceeds via the lower energy group (v«> v,) to translation.

i :

if

t
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Figure 7 - Tjo(mixt) versus aole fraction of CD^ for CD^-Ne and

CD^-Ar mixtures.

* " values for deexcitation via low energy group; * the same,

corrected for double probability in CD,-CD, collisions;

* « values for deexcitation via high energy group; • the

same, corrected for double probability in CD,-CD, colli-

sions.
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For collisions of CD, with atoms V-V relaxation is possible via both

energy groups: anyhow in the T, (mixt) values obtained for all percen-

tages (including the values in Table II for low CD, concentration)

there is a smaller standard deviation for the lower energy group case.

The experimental errors in the determination of T- are quite high,

as can be seen in Table II. Still from the plots of T , (mixt) versus

mole fraction of CD, one may see that the deexcitation via the lower

energy group (which is the only possible deexcitation path for pure CD,

and the one with smaller errors for mixtures) only gives a straight

line, through points at all concentrations, if T, for pure CD, would

be half the experimental value. See figure 7 as an example.

This can be explained by considering that in CD,-CD, collisions

there are indeed two different ways of energy transfer from the v, mode

to v^ or v2 modes: a) C D ^ O O + CD^ -»• CD^(v*) + CD^ or, b) CD^(v3) +

C D4 "*" C D4 + C IV v
m)»

 both with tne same possibility.

From the plots of figure 7 it is possible to calculate the following

V - V relaxation times, reduced to one atmosphere, for CD, -Ne and

CD, -Ar collisions: T,, (CD, -Ne) - 11 us, T_. (CD, -Ar) * 35 us for v,

deexcitation via the high energy group and T-ACD, -Ne) » 7.A us,

to»(CD, -Ar) * 17 us for v^ deexcitation via the lower energy group.

Due to the low acoustical signal in CD,-He mixtures and to high

noise in CD, -Kr mixtures, we have large standard deviations in the de-

termination of T,m(mixt) for those two rare gases. It was therefore not

possible to determine T» (CD,-He) and T- (CD,-Kr).

From all the experimental results it may be concluded that v, de-

excitation via the lower energy (V2, v.) is the most likely mechanism.

This result is confirming the conclusion drawn from the measurements on

CH4.
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SUMMARY

Thii> thesis deals with vibrational energy transfer in methane, stu-

died by means of a spectrophone. The optic-acoustic effect, in which

a periodically interrupted infra-red beam causes pressure oscillations

in a gas, is used to obtain vibrational relaxation times. This is done

by the amplitude method and by the phase method; in the first case the

sound amplitude is measured as a function of frequency, and in the

second method the phase lag between sound and light signals is observed

as a function of pressure. By using filters two different infra-red

bands are excited, corresponding to the bending v, mode and to the

asymmetric stretching v- uiode. This allows the study of the most pro-

bable energy decay path from a higher excited level to lower ones and

to translation.

Chapter I is a short introduction to vibrational relaxation and to

the method used in this thesis to measure it.

Chapter II gives a survey of experimental methods and results of

previous workers on this field.

Chapter III is a review of vibrational energy transfer theories. The

classical, semi-classical and quantum-mechanical treatments of vibra-

tional- trans lational energy transfer (V-T), for simple collision models,

are presented, as well as some approximations to the problem of vibra-

tional- rotational energy transfer (V - R).

Chapter IV gives a short description of the experimental set-up and

procedure, followed by experimental results for the relaxation of the

bending, lower energy, vibration and of the asymmetric stretching vibra-

tion of CH.. The relaxation process is studied for CH, - CH. and for CH, -

atom collisions. The influence of mass is studied by observing besides

pure CH^, mixtures of CH^ with He, Ne, Ar, and Kr. Two different ways

of obtaining the frequency characteristic of the gas cell, and therefore

calibrating the apparatus, are studied. Experimental results for the re-

laxation times of pure CH, are obtained using two methods. The experimen-

tal relaxation times for the v, mode, as a function of mass, are com-

pared to the theoretical predictions for V - T and V - R energy transfer.

Some theoretical calculations allow to study the influence of the near

resonance between the v, and the v~ modes on the experimental results

of the optic-acoustic effect. Furthermore from the excitation of
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the higher energy vibration on v_, it is concluded that the de-excita-

tion of the asymmetric mode is a two-step relaxation with the lowest

modes v,, v„ as intermediate levels.

In Chapter V a similar study is made for CD, and mixtures of CD,

with He, Ne, Ar and Kr, using the amplitude method and exciting the v,

and VQ modes, with the suitable filters. The experimental results for

the CH, and the CD, measurements show that relaxation via rotation

(V-R-T transfer) is the most important step for the degradation of the

energy from the v, level.

I
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt een onderzoek beschreven naar de overdracht

van vibratie-energie bij botsingen (vibratie-relaxatie) in methaan en

mengsels van methaan met edelgassen door middel van een z.g. spectrofoon.

Hierbij wordt gebruik gemaakt van het optisch-acoustisch effect: een

periodiek onderbroken infra-rode straal veroorzaakt druk-oscillaties in

een gas. De vibratie-relaxatietijden kunnen hieruit op twee manieren

worden verkregen.

In de amplitude-methode wordt de geluidsamplitude gemeten als functie

van de frequentie van het ingestraalde licht, in de fase-methode wordt

het faseverschil tussen de geluids- en de lichtgolf gemeten als functie

van de druk van het gas.

Twee verschillende normaaltrillingen v, en v, worden in de in dit

proefschrift besproken expesimenten afzonderlijk aangeslagen onder ge-

bruikmaking van filters.

Hoofdstuk I geeft een korte introductie over vibratie-relaTtatie en de

wijze waarop deze wordt gemeten.

Hoofdstuk II geeft een overzicht van experimentele technieken alsmede

van de verkregen resultaten van andere onderzoekers.

In Hoofdstuk III worden de verschillende theorieën over vibratie-

relaxatie besproken. Naast de klassieke, semiklassieke en quantummechani-

sche theorieën voor overdracht van vibratie- naar translatie-energie

(V-T) wordt aandacht geschonken aan vibratie-rotatie (V-R) energie-over-

dracht.

Hoofdstuk IV begint met een korte beschrijving van het apparaat en

de experimentele werkwijze. Vervolgens worden de resultaten gegeven voor

de relaxatie van de v, en de v, trilling van CH, in zuiver CH, en in meng-

sels met de edelgassen, He, Ne, Ar en Kr. De vibratie-relaxatiemetingen

voor zuiver CH, werden zowel wr t behulp van de amplitude- als de faze-

methode uitgevoerd. De experimentele massa-afhankelijkheid van de v,

relaxatietijden wordt vergeleken met de theorie, waarbij V-T zow.èl als V-R

overdracht in aanmerking wordt genomen. Het verschil in energie tussen de

v, en de v_ normaaltriHingen is slechts van de grootte-orde kT. Op de

gevolgen die dit heeft voor de experimentele resultaten van het optisch-

acoustisch effect wordt nader ingegaan. Metingen aan de relaxatie van

T "~:L"~ZE:—:
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de v» trilling leiden tot de conclusie dat deze plaats vindt in twee

stappen met de Vn> V A '-rillingen als tussenniveau.

Hoofdstuk V tenslotte beschrijft experimenten analoog aan die van

hoofdstuk IV maar dan met CD,. Uit de experimentele resultaten van de

metingen aan CH, en CD, blijkt dat bij de relaxatie van de v, trilling

overdracht via rotatie-energie (V-R-T) een belangrijke rol speelt.

, • . ]

i •
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SUMARIO

Nesta tese estuda-se a transferência de energia vibracional em meta-

no, por meio de um espectrofone. Utiliza-se o efeito óptico-acústico,

no qual um feixe de radiação infra-vermeiho periodicamente interrompi-

do provoca oscilações de pressão num gás, para obter tempos de relaxa-

ção vibracional. Para esse efeito usa-se o método da amplitude e o méto-

do da fase; no primeiro caso mede-se a amplitude sonora em função da

freqüência, no segundo método observa-se a diferença de fase entre o

sinal luminoso e o sinal sonoro, em função da pressão. Usando filtros

excitam-se duas bandas de infra-vermelho, correspondendo ao modo de vibra-

ção v, ('bending1) e ao assimétrico V y Permite-se assim o estudo do

processo mais provável de queda da energia vibracional desde um nível

excitado mais alto para outros mais baixos e para a translação.

0 Capítulo I é uma pequena introdução ao tempo de relaxação vibra-

cional e ao método utilizado nesta tese para o medir.

0 Capítulo II dá-nos usia descrição dos métodos experimentais e dos

resultados de outros autores neste campo.

0 Capítulo III é uma revista das teorias de transferência de energia

vibracional. Os tratamentos clássico, semi-clãssico e quàntico da trans-

ferência energia vibração-translação (V-T) para modelos simples são-

apresentados assim como algumas aproximações ao problema da transferên-

cia de energia vibração-rotação (V-R).

0 Capítulo IV dá-nos uma curta descrição do conjunto experimental e

do procedimento nas medidas, seguida dos resultados experimentais para

a relaxação da vibração de menor energia e da vibração assimétrica para

colisões CH^-CH^ e CH,-átomo. Estuda-se a influência da massa obser-

vando além de CH, puro, misturas de CH, com He, Ne, Àr e Kr. Duas manei-

ras de obter a caracteristica de freqüência do espectrofone e portanto

de calibrar o aparelho são estudadas. Dos resultados experimentais

obtêm-se tempos de relaxação para CH, puro usando dois métodos. Os

tempos de relaxação experimentais, para o modo v,, em função da

massa são comparados com as previsões teóricas para transferências de

energia V - T e V - R. Alguns cálculos teóricos perimitem estudar a in-

fluência da quasi-resonância entre os modos v. e v~ nos resultados ex-

perimentais do efeito optico-acjüstico. Da excitação da vibração de

maior energia v», conclui-se que a desexcitação do modo assimétrico é

•V

V
T
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uma relaxação em dois passos cora os modos de menor energia v,, v„ como

níveis intermédios.

No Capítulo V um estudo similar ê feito para CD, e misturas de CD,

com He, Ne, Ar e Kr, usando o método da amplitude e excitando os modos

v, e v, com os filtros adequados. Dos resultados experimentais para CH,

e CD, pode-se concluir que a relaxação via rotação (transferência V-R-T)

é o processo mais importante na desexcitação do modo de menor energia.

i
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